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introdUction
cushman & wakefield is committed to providing an excellent service 
to their retail clients through the continuous monitoring of retail 
trends and practices.  this edition of main streets across the world 
provides a detailed analysis of retail property rental performance 
across the globe in the twelve months to June 2012.

the information and data provided in this report are based on a 
comprehensive survey of cushman & wakefield’s international offices 
and the editors are extremely grateful to them for their time, effort 
and assistance.  

our international representation is designed to facilitate the rapid flow 
of information across borders and is supported by a comprehensive 
database of market information and regular liaison meetings.  this 
allows for the exchange of local market knowledge and expertise, and 
for the co-ordination of strategy for international investment and 
locational decision-making.

information on the markets has been provided by                   
cushman & wakefield and its local partners listed in the table below:

aUstria inter-Pool
Bahrain cluttons llc
BUlGaria Forton international
channel islands Buckley & co
chile contempora servicios inmobiliarios 
colomBia Fonnegra Gerlein 
denmarK red – Property advisers
estonia ober-haus real estate advisers
Finland tuloskiinteistöt oy
Greece Proprius sa
israel inter israel real estate agency
ireland lisney
Jordan michael dunn & co.
KazaKhstan Veritas Brown
latVia ober-haus real estate advisers
leBanon michael dunn & co.
lithUania ober-haus real estate advisers
malaYsia YY Property solutions
new zealand Bayleys realty Group limited
norwaY malling & co.
oman cluttons llc
PerU commercial real estate services sac
sloVenia slovenia invest
soUth aFrica Pro africa Property services
switzerland sPG intercity
taiwan rePro international inc.
thailand nexus Property consultants ltd.
United araB emirates cluttons llc

all other information has been provided by cushman & wakefield.
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GloBal oVerView
despite a backdrop of a slower global economy and continued 
uncertainty surrounding the euro zone, prime retail rents were 
generally resilient over the year to June 2012. an expansion of 
4.5% provided for a largely unchanged and positive growth 
picture; with rents rising in 147 of the 326 locations surveyed, but 
declining in 49.

rental uplift was again driven by the strong performance in the 
americas and asia Pacific; however, it was the former region 
which registered the largest expansion (10.9%). alongside 
emerging south american markets – which continued to benefit 
from higher incomes and increasing retailer demand despite less 
benign economic conditions – rises in north american locations 
had a stronger impact than last year.

notwithstanding a slight deceleration in the regional growth rate 
(8.6%), occupier activity in asia Pacific remained buoyant. retailers 
continued to compete for the limited prime space in the most 
coveted destinations of hong Kong, india and south Korea, and 
the region was home to five of the top 10 most expensive global 
locations. Unsurprisingly, euro zone markets suffered from the 
economic slowdown and weak retail sales, and a similar trend was 
also evident in some eastern european countries. nevertheless, 
emea prime values were up by 1.7% in June on the same period 
last year, often boosted by requirements from luxury brands.

there were a number of movements in the ranking of the most 
expensive locations in each country. most notably, the surge in 
demand and leasing activity witnessed in causeway Bay, hong 
Kong prompted a 34.9% increase in rental values, overtaking Fifth 
avenue, new York as the most expensive retail destination in the  
world – the first time Fifth avenue has not been top in 11 years. 
meanwhile, rents in avenue des champs-Élysées, Paris also 
recorded a strong uplift – the second largest in europe – 
replacing Ginza, tokyo in third spot.

the main drivers behind global growth are not expected to shift 
significantly – with growing structural demand in tier 1 locations, 
market globalisation and luxury expansion in key developments. 
although prime pitches will continue to attract interest, grade B 
space in europe and north america will remain under downward 
pressure as retailers shy away from riskier propositions until 
improved economic conditions materialise. 

asia Pacific and south america will remain the main focus of many 
international retailers as they take advantage of new modern 
supply and gradually maturing retail markets – but with new 
policies aimed at supporting retail, in india and china among 
others, potentially altering growth dynamics. while it is unlikely 
that the double-digit rental uplift seen in some of the world’s top 
retail destinations will spread out, such locations are expected to 
remain in high demand as they provide the best platform for 
strengthening brand image and presence. 

GloBal: rental Growth oVer FiVe Years
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GloBal:  toP ten locations

cities location €/sq.m/ 
Year

Us$/sq.Ft/
Year

hong Kong causeway Bay 22,307 2,630

new York 5th avenue 21,204 2,500

new York times square 17,811 2,100

hong Kong central 15,746 1,856

hong Kong tsim sha tsui 13,122 1,547

Paris avenue des champs-Élysées 9,573 1,129

new York east 57th street 9,330 1,100

new York madison avenue 9,330 1,100

tokyo Ginza 8,962 1,057

tokyo omotesando 8,245 972

source:  cushman & wakefield

source:  cushman & wakefield

source:  cushman & wakefield
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most eXPensiVe retail location in each coUntrY

ranK 
2012

ranK  
2011

coUntrY citY location rent               
Us$/sq.Ft/Yr

rent                   
€/sq.m/Yr

1 2 hong Kong (china) hong Kong causeway Bay 2,630 22,307
2 1 Usa new York 5th avenue 2,500 21,204
3 5 France Paris avenue des champs-Élysées 1,129 9,573
4 3 Japan tokyo Ginza 1,057 8,962
5 4 australia sydney Pitt street mall 952 8,077
6 6 United Kingdom london new Bond street 936 7,942
7 8 switzerland zurich Bahnhofstrasse 854 7,243
8 7 italy milan Via montenapoleone 825 7,000
9 9 south Korea seoul myeongdong 686 5,822

10 10 Germany munich Kaufingerstraße 495 4,200
11 - austria Vienna Kohlmarkt 481 4,080
12 11 Brazil são Paulo iguatemi shopping 425 3,603
13 14 russia moscow tverskaya 418 3,546
14 16 china Beijing wangfujing 403 3,421
15 13 spain Barcelona Portal de l'angel 375 3,180
16 17 singapore singapore orchard road 360 3,053
17 15 ireland dublin Grafton street 331 2,810
18 18 the netherlands amsterdam Kalverstraat 330 2,800
19 - malaysia Kuala lumpur Pavilion Kl 321 2,724
20 20 canada toronto Bloor street 314 2,662
21 19 israel tel aviv ramat aviv 300 2,541
22 27 norway oslo Karl Johans Gate 297 2,519
23 26 Ukraine Kiev Kreschatik street 279 2,364
24 35 colombia Bogota shopping centre 279 2,364
25 24 denmark copenhagen strøget 270 2,287
26 21 india new delhi Khan market 263 2,233
27 28 czech republic Prague na Prikope/wenceslas square 248 2,100
28 22 Greece athens ermou 241 2,040
29 - turkey istanbul city centre 240 2,033
30 29 Finland helsinki city centre 226 1,920
31 32 taiwan taipei zhongXiao e. road 226 1,914
32 31 Belgium Brussels rue neuve 212 1,800
33 - Vietnam ho chi minh city shopping centre 212 1,797
34 34 sweden stockholm Biblioteksgatan 197 1,667
35 - new zealand auckland queen street 188 1,596
36 37 lebanon Beirut aBc centre achrafieh 186 1,576
37 36 luxembourg luxembourg Grand rue 170 1,440
38 38 chile santiago downtown (Paseo ahumada) 169 1,433
39 - south africa cape town V&a waterfront 164 1,387
40 - United arab emirates dubai shopping centre 153 1,300
41 40 hungary Budapest Váci Utca 127 1,080
42 - channel islands st helier King street 121 1,022
43 41 Poland warsaw ul. nowy swiat 120 1,020
44 47 argentina Buenos aires Florida 117 993
45 42 Portugal lisbon chiado 113 960
46 - Kazakhstan almaty high street 111 946
47 43 indonesia Jakarta shopping centre 109 926
48 45 thailand Bangkok city centre 105 893
49 51 oman muscat shopping centre 101 860
50 - Peru lima shopping centre 95 804
51 53 mexico mexico city masaryk avenue 87 738
52 46 romania Bucharest Bulevardul magheru 85 720
52 - slovenia ljubljana Čopova 85 720
54 - lithuania Vilnius shopping centre 82 696
55 55 ecuador quito av naciones Unidas (shopping centre) 71 605
56 - latvia riga shopping centre 64 540
57 54 slovakia Bratislava downtown 59 504
58 59 Venezuela caracas shopping centre 58 492
59 52 Bulgaria sofia Vitosha Blvd 57 480
60 58 Bahrain manama shopping centre 50 426
61 - estonia tallinn shopping centre 42 360
62 61 Jordan amman city centre (Bcd) 37 315
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GloBal rental PerFormance in the Year to JUne 2012
coUntries showinG nUmBer % oF total

rental Growth 32 52

Fall in rents 14 23

stable rents 13 21

no historical annual series 3 5

locations showinG nUmBer % oF total

rental Growth 147 45

Fall in rents 49 15

stable rents 115 35

no historical annual series 15 5

aVeraGe rents (Per reGion) Us$/sq.Ft/Year €/sq.m/Year

americas 255 2,163

south america 131 1,114

north america 361 3,060

asia Pacific 349 2,960

emea 236 1,994

europe 248 2,104

euro zone 287 2,430

western europe 298 2,526

central & eastern europe 122 1,039

middle east & africa 134 1,140

aVeraGe rental Growth 
(Per reGion)

% rental Growth

americas 10.9%

south america 11.6%

north america 10.4%

asia Pacific 8.6%

emea 1.7%

europe 1.7%

euro zone 1.6%

western europe 2.1%

central & eastern europe 0.6%

middle east & africa 1.4%

the world’s most 
eXPensiVe retail location

Us$/sq.Ft/Year €/sq.m/Year

causeway Bay, hong Kong  2,630  22,307 

aVeraGe rent oF 326 retail 
locations

261 2,212

GloBal rental PerFormance BY coUntrY (%) 

No historical annual series

Stable rents

Fall in rents

Rental growth

GloBal rental PerFormance  BY location (%)

No historical annual series

Stable rents

Fall in rents

Rental growth

aVeraGe Prime rents
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emea oVerView
retail sector performance across emea remained deeply polarised 
over the past year, with premier locations attracting strong 
demand from luxury and international brands, but secondary 
pitches still struggling on the back of weak consumer sentiment, 
trading growth and rising vacancy. although inflation eased 
somewhat in the first half of 2012, euro zone unemployment 
reached record levels this summer, with youth joblessness – a key 
demographic for the retail sector – especially high.

nevertheless, prime european locations generally weathered the 
economic headwinds much better than non-prime areas as they 
recorded growth of 1.7% over the year to June 2012. this trend 
was not necessarily universal, with sharp falls in Greece (17.1%), 
Ireland (15.1%), Hungary (13.3%) and Bulgaria (7.7%) 
highlighting the challenges faced by markets still affected by 
austerity measures or increasing supply. marginal declines were 
also observed in Poland (1.8%), Romania (0.4%) and Portugal 
(1.3%), but prime values in the other 25 european markets 
monitored were either stable or rising.

indeed, the prime segment of the most core european retail 
markets witnessed dynamic activity, underlined by a rental uplift of 
14.6% in France which was achieved through impressive 
double-digit rental appreciation in luxury locations. the United 
Kingdom (6.3%), Italy (5.4%), Germany (4.7%), the 
Netherlands (4.5%) and Spain (2.0%), mirrored this with a 
similar but more moderate trend.

Positive macro drivers set the tone for growth elsewhere, 
particularly in Norway (13.0%), Germany (4.7%), Turkey (7.3%), 
Lithuania (9.2%), Latvia (4.6%), Estonia (4.0%) and Israel 
(6.8%). where such drivers were lacking, a shortage of quality retail 
space was often enough to exert upward pressure on prime values 
in Switzerland (3.9%), Denmark (3.2%), Austria (2.8%), 
Sweden (1.6%), Belgium (1.5%) and the Czech Republic (1.3%).

areas of occupier demand cannot be entirely attributed to 
economic conditions, but also arose due to a structural shift. as 
multi-channel retailing becomes increasingly prevalent, the physical 
store is no longer the main or only access point for consumers, 
forcing operators to re-evaluate their space needs and alter their 
network. many see this as an opportunity to cut property costs; 
some are keen to rationalise portfolios by cutting store numbers in 
non-prime locations, while others are committed to reducing their 
average unit size. nearly all, however, are equally eager to establish 
prominent flagship shops in the most sought-after destinations.

the outlook for the emea retail sector in 2013 remains mixed 
meanwhile, clouded by euro zone uncertainty which may be 
stabilising but will nevertheless be slow to dissipate in the short 
term. in general, however, economic headwinds are expected to 
ease slightly, encouraging demand to build from just the very best 
to other attractive but reasonably priced emerging destinations.

emea: rental Growth oVer FiVe Years
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emea:  stronGest Growth
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emea:  toP ten locations

cities location €/sq.m/ 
Year

Us$/sq.Ft/
Year

Paris avenue des champs-Élysées 9,573 1,129

london new Bond street 7,942 936

zurich Bahnhofstrasse 7,243 854

milan Via montenapoleone 7,000 825

rome Via condotti 6,800 802

Paris Place Vendôme/rue de la Paix 6,259 738

london oxford street 6,106 720

rome Piazza di spagna 6,000 707

rome Piazza san lorenzo 6,000 707

Paris rue du Faubourg st honoré 5,891 695

source:  cushman & wakefield

source:  cushman & wakefield
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emea lUXUrY oVerView
the european luxury market maintained the momentum built in 
2010/2011, providing an outlet for growth in a largely subdued 
sector. Prime values in locations with some luxury presence rose 
by 4.5% over the year to June 2012, with seven of the top 10 
strongest rises and most expensive rents in europe recorded in 
these high streets. 

rents in luxury destinations such as sloane street and new Bond 
street in the United Kingdom recorded rises of 26.7% and 3.4% 
respectively. occupier demand for space outstripped supply by a 
factor of almost ten to one.13 deals were concluded over the year 
to June, comprising just over 6,000 sq.m and involving mostly 
italian, swiss and French luxury brands. supply was also improved 
as brands looked to increase their provision in order to satisfy 
stronger demand from overseas visitors, with office space 
converted into approximately 2,400 sq.m of retail Gla. the 2012 
london olympics provided a trading boost to already thriving 
luxury destinations, in contrast to the disappointing figures 
observed in the wider london retail market over the same period.

in France, the most competitive luxury locations were invariably 
those where tourist demand was strongest; the Golden triangle 
(avenue George V, avenue montaigne, rue François 1er), Place 
Vendôme and rue du Faubourg st. honoré in Paris, and 
destinations in the provinces including cannes and saint-tropez. 
rental values in these locations rose by an average of 16.1% over 
the year, with the streets either seeing several disposals (armani/
Ungaro/escada/Yves saint laurent on avenue montaigne), 
undergoing a number of redevelopment projects (Prada on rue 
du Faubourg st. honoré), or witnessing several new openings 
(louis Vuitton on Place Vendôme, and newcomers such as tom 
Ford on François 1er and Brunello cucinelli on rue du Faubourg 
st. honoré).

rental values in the Italian luxury sector generally held up better 
than the wider market, primarily as a result of very tight 
availability. retailers remained on the lookout for interesting 
opportunities, with richemont brands particularly active. Good 
trading in asian markets allowed some retailers to invest in the 
relocation or restyling of their italian stores – such as Valentino in 
Via montenapoleone, milan – and others to open new units in 
secondary cities e.g. Prada in Padua.  Via lagrange in turin and 
Piazza san lorenzo in rome also attracted good interest and can 
now be viewed as emerging luxury locations. 

the Russian market remained in high demand as international 
retailers sought to tap into a strong and growing consumer base. 
although franchises are still a characteristic of the sector, brands 
are increasingly keen to set up their own operations and stand-
alone high street units, with lVmh and richemont Group leading 
the way through established networks. however, Prada Group also 
extended its presence as it opened flagship stores for both Prada 
and miu miu on stoleshnikov Pereulok earlier this year.               

as in italy, luxury retailing in Spain bucked the weak economic 
trend. in the year to June 2012, major luxury houses such as PPr, 
lVmh, richemont and Prada Group recorded strong trading 
figures, and this trend is expected to be retained for the remainder 
of 2012.the jewellery and fashion segment were particularly active, 
with the likes of michael Kors, la Perla and roberto cavalli 
opening new stores. Prime rents in luxury locations are expected 
to remain stable in the year ahead, supported by a shortage of 
available properties along the key streets of José ortega y Gasset 
and serrano in madrid, and Passeig de Gràcia in Barcelona.

the German luxury market overcame the 2008/2009 financial 
crisis faster than expected, with leading luxury retailers recording 
double-digit turnover growth or record profits. high demand 
from national and international luxury retailers for attractive 
retail premises was again evident over the last 12 months, with 
accessories and fashion brands particularly active and expansions 
by hugo Boss and escada. these are also some of the most 
familiar luxury operators in the country, with escada and escada 
sport forming a network of 20 stores, followed by hugo Boss and 
Gucci with 15 and 10 stores respectively.

international luxury brands in rue du rhone (Geneva) and 
Bahnhofstrasse (zurich) in Switzerland have been gradually 
replacing small local shops and restaurants as their leases expired. 
Unsurprisingly, jewellers and watchmakers remained an important 
feature of the market, with brands such as rolex, Patek Philippe 
and Piaget all active. these segments were also very active in 
Bahnhofstrasse over the past 12 months; however brands typically 
sought units situated closer to Paradeplatz and away from the 
train station and more mass-market retailers.

Prime rents in P.c hooftstraat, Amsterdam recorded double-
digit growth (11.1%) over the year and are expected to rise again 
over the next 12 month. a demand/supply imbalance also 
developed in Brussels and Antwerp, where brands were willing 
to pay higher rents to secure their desired units in Boulevard de 
waterloo and schuttershofstraat. there were no new emerging 
luxury locations; however, with existing streets often extended to 
accommodate improved demand. luxury retailers continue to 
focus on avenida da liberdade in Lisbon, which is currently 
undergoing regeneration. the high interest is reflected in stable 
rents, which may even increase in the near future and buck the 
trend in other retail segments.

notwithstanding a greater focus on asia Pacific and south 
america, europe’s status as the largest and most established 
luxury market will not change in the medium term. the region is 
expected to generate good but unspectacular sales growth, with 
the premier luxury locations in France, italy, the UK and russia 
the most sought-after. however, the extremely limited availability 
of space will continue to encourage the emergence of new 
competitive destinations – often adjacent to the more established 
retail corridors – and further luxury retailer investment in their 
property, with larger and more showcase units.
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emea marKet sUmmaries 
aUstria

economy retail Property

occupier demand for the best locations remains strong, with new 
inner districts and city centre developments witnessing a slight 
pressure on rents. supply of prime space remains limited, with the 
rents and premiums demanded still high. interest from luxury 
brands, typically concentrated in the pedestrian area of old Vienna 
– primarily in Graben and Kohlmarkt where the likes of Gucci, 
chanel and tiffany & co can be found – continues to grow 
alongside the buoyant demand for luxury hotels. the provision of 
luxury space is expected to benefit from a number of renovations 
and new buildings. the opening of Goldenes quartier in particular, 
is expected to extend luxury shopping into tuchlauben street, 
with louis Vuitton, armani and Prada opening their flagship stores 
in 2013.

Bahrain

economy retail Property

as a result of the ongoing political unrest, schemes situated close 
to the disorder have witnessed reduced sales and in some cases a 
drastic decline in footfall. however, prime shopping centres 
generally remain resilient; the likes of seef mall and city centre 
continued to enjoy low vacancy, with a strong catchment and 
quality space key in drawing in retailers. despite the unrest, 
economic activity, consumer sentiment and spending are expected 
to hold up in the short to medium term. the luxury market in the 
country is still in its infancy; nevertheless, moda mall (part of 
Bahrain world trade centre) has made significant strides in 
improving luxury retail provision since its opening in 2006, with 
the addition of chopard and de Beers in november last year 
further diversifying the tenant mix.

BelGiUm

economy retail Property

Following strong growth in 2010/2011, prime rents stabilised 
in the high street market. indeed, values in most locations 
remained static over the previous 12 months, but with a 
remarkable rise on avenue louise in Brussels, which benefitted 
from increased interest following successful redevelopments. 
meanwhile, luxury locations such as Boulevard de waterloo 
Brussels and schuttershofstraat, antwerp witnessed a demand/
supply imbalance. several fashion brands were active over the 
past 12 months, among them armani and Brunello cucinelli. 
although Brussels is still missing some luxury brands present in 
other european capitals, this is set to change as many are now 
considering entry into the market. however, demand is greater 
than the space on offer, translating into rising rents and large 
premiums in the best parts of the top streets.

BUlGaria

economy retail Property

demand remains subdued and selective against a backdrop of 
declining sales, albeit some retailers are still expanding. while 
interest is focused on sofia, a number of operators are looking to 
increase their presence in other large cities. high street rents in 
the capital came under downward pressure, partly due to 
competition from the increasing number of quality shopping 
centres present in the capital. elsewhere, values have been stable 
since early 2011, but may move in as new shopping centres come 
onto the market. saborna street and lege street in sofia are the 
premier luxury locations in the country, with the latter very much 
an emerging area. although rents for mass-market and luxury 
brands are almost equal in Vitosha Boulevard, the same is not true 
for saborna and lege street, where there is typically a premium 
for luxury brands.

channel islands

economy retail Property

the limited availability of larger high street units continues to 
restrict the Jersey market to some extent. on the prime pitch of 
King street there is currently only one small vacant unit, which is 
nevertheless expected to be occupied within the next 6 months. 
the recent entry of Jack wills, alongside the arrival of river island 
in a department store, has proved positive for the high streets, 
with the former trading particularly well. there are a number of 
very specific requirements from larger high street brands, but 
these are unlikely to be fulfilled without the vacation of existing 
tenants from the larger units. luxury retailers can primarily be 
found in department stores off King street and queen street, 
with brands, including the likes of hugo Boss, Burberry, Paul 
& shark and Paul smith, mainly sold in Voisins and de Gruchy. 
however, stand-alone stores have yet to become an established 
feature of the high street market. 

czech rePUBlic

economy retail Property

notwithstanding a weak start to the year for most retailers 
and deteriorating economic conditions, overall occupier activity 
has held up well, with demand particularly active for prime high 
streets. nevertheless, retailers are extremely cautious when 
expanding, especially when considering shopping centres. although 
luxury shopping is at the moment concentrated in Parizska 
street, other centrally-located streets like havirska, zelezna and 
siroka are also growing as retailers look to expand into other 
locations. the luxury occupier market was somewhat active over 
the past 12 months, with rolex, chopard and omega opening 
stores, Burberry and louis Vuitton extending their existing units, 
and tiffany & co opening their first store in eastern europe. 
the luxury accessories segment is trading particularly well, with 
potential for further growth over the coming year.
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denmarK

economy retail Property

lower turnovers and subdued consumer sentiment continue 
to affect the retail sector. however, the marked divergence in 
performance between prime and secondary locations is still 
evident as occupier demand for prime areas of copenhagen and 
shopping centres remains strong, while interest for non-regional 
schemes has weakened. the outlook for the mass market is one 
of stability, with prime rents not expected to move significantly, 
however the same cannot be said for the luxury market, which 
is generally improving and expected to see upward pressure on 
rents. over the past 12 months louis Vuitton and marina rinaldi 
opened stores in Østergade. Part of strøget – famously known 
as one of the longest shopping streets in europe – Østergade 
contains the bulk of luxury stores in the country. the extension 
of the illum department store, also located in Østergade, will help 
cater to demand for luxury space in the area, with additional high 
street units built.

estonia

economy retail Property

over the past 12 months menswear, jewellery and some 
household brands have been particularly active in the market, 
contributing to a double-digit rental rise in Viru street. Viru 
street, harju street, Väike-Karja street, Pärnu street, as well 
as stockmann department store in liivalaia street and Viru 
shopping centre, are the main luxury shopping locations in the 
country. since luxury sales are tied to tourist flows, most of these 
areas can be found within tallinn’s cBd and old town area, while 
the mass market can be found in the biggest shopping centres in 
the suburbs. however, due to the small population in the capital, 
the luxury market is restricted to only a number of key names, 
notably: hugo Boss, armani, max mara and Versace. in addition, 
there are also multi-brand stores which sell luxury goods, 
although selection is limited. 

Finland

high-quality retail space is in demand; several brands are looking 
to expand their presence in Finland, with particularly strong 
interest in helsinki cBd. however, activity is constrained by very 
limited availability, and prime rents are stable. Going forward, the 
growing numbers of russian tourists will continue to drive retail 
sales in the capital, and the new retail space in the pipeline should 
be absorbed quickly. the luxury retail market is not particularly 
developed by western european standards, with physical store 
presence limited to brands such as mulberry, louis Vuitton 
and hugo Boss. however, the very strong trading performance 
recorded by louis Vuitton since its opening in 2008, may be a 
signs of unsatisfied consumer demand and potential for further 
growth in the market.

economy retail Property

France

economy retail Property

Prime rents in the country recorded double-digit growth over 
the year to June 2012 in most locations, particularly evident 
across the main thoroughfares of Paris, with values in avenue des 
champs-Élysées rising by an impressive 30%. declining consumer 
spending has been offset in many prime areas by strong tourist 
demand, encouraging new international retailers to enter the 
market and existing retailers to expand in key areas. indeed, 
prime rents were under upward pressure in luxury locations due 
to scarcity of supply. looking ahead, market momentum looks 
set to be maintained and certain areas – including rue saint-
honoré and Boulevard saint-Germain – might benefit from the 
opening and refurbishment of several luxury hotels, as well as the 
redevelopment of new retail projects

Greece

economy retail Property

several store closures have been reported in recent months, 
and vacancy is increasing even in the most traditionally sought-
after areas. however, there is still some interest from selected 
international brands, eager to take advantage of challenging 
trading conditions to secure prime space and negotiate 
favourable lease terms. occupier demand will be subdued for 
the foreseeable future and rents are likely to come under further 
downward pressure. the luxury market is primarily located along 
Voukourestiou street in athens and Proxenou Koromila street 
in thessaloniki. Key retailers include the likes of Prada, Gucci, 
hermes, louis Vuitton and armani. the market has not however 
been immune to the challenging economic and trading conditions, 
with no notable new openings over the 12 months to June 2012.

GermanY

economy retail Property

despite a slowdown in economic activity, Germany remains a 
popular expansion target and demand for retail space in the 
largest cities should remain strong. Further rental growth is 
expected in the second half of 2012 in the most sought after 
locations, and the new shopping centre space coming onto the 
market should be absorbed quickly. Germany’s luxury market is 
also performing well, with demand from national and international 
luxury retailers for attractive retail premises very high. Vacancies 
in prime locations are almost non-existent; accordingly, retailers 
need and are willing to pay premiums to secure their preferred 
store. 
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Jordan

economy retail Property

although political protests in Jordan were generally more 
restrained compared to other middle eastern countries, they 
were still the catalyst behind the political reforms currently 
underway; with changes expected to devolve some powers from 
the monarch to parliament. the retail market was boosted by 
the addition of taj lifestyle mall in september. the scheme added 
modern quality space to the capital as well as a dedicated luxury 
section, comprised of a number of new luxury brands. often 
through partnerships, retailers such as louis Vuitton, hugo Boss, 
emporio armani, ermenegildo zegna and others, opened their 
first store in the country.

KazaKhstan

economy retail Property

luxury retailers in the country are primarily concentrated in a 
number of stand-alone high street units, and exclusive retailers 
such as the Viled fashion group which operates 15 stores in 
astana and almaty. however, although luxury retailers have 
traditionally favoured high street destinations such as Furmanov 
street and Gogol street in almaty to shopping centres, this 
trend is changing with the completion of new schemes which 
provide modern good quality retail space specifically targeting the 
high-end market e.g. esentai shopping centre and dostyk Plaza 
in almaty. the arrival of brands such as saks Fifth avenue, louis 
Vuitton, Gucci and christian dior in these locations will further 
strengthen the Kazakh luxury market and attract more operators 
to the country.

ireland

economy retail Property

the market continues to experience limited activity as a result of 
difficult trading conditions. Fashion retailers have remained largely 
dormant with demand for new space, particularly outside dublin, 
driven by discount and convenience food retailers, coffee shops, 
pharmacies and restaurants.  Prime high street rents remain 
under downward pressure and they witnessed double-digit falls 
on June 2011 in most locations, with dublin’s Grafton street the 
only exception. luxury retailers remain very selective about their 
expansion; dublin’s city centre locations and dundrum shopping 
centre are the main focus, but activity is still subdued.

italY

economy retail Property

Prime rents over the year to June 2012 witnessed modest growth, 
but with unbalanced results across the country as northern 
cities generally outperformed southern locations – albeit by a 
small margin. the general economic situation is also leading to 
a more cautious attitude towards the high street market in the 
main cities; however, demand remains high for prime locations 
where availability is limited. the most important italian luxury 
high streets include: Via montenapoleone,Via della spiga,Via 
sant’andrea in milan; Via condotti and Piazza di spagna in rome, 
Via strozzi and Via tornabuoni in Florence, and calle s. moise 
calle XXii marzo in Venice. 

hUnGarY

economy retail Property

consumer sentiment is low against a backdrop of austerity 
and economic uncertainty, and a revival in retail sales is unlikely 
although prime locations should continue to attract interest. 
while most occupiers are cautious, several international brands 
have recently entered the market, and selected food and fashion 
retailers are actively expanding, taking advantage of attractive 
commercial terms to open stores in the capital. luxury retailers 
are not particularly active in the country at the moment, with 
andrássy út witnessing a strong decline in rents over the past    
12 months, which surpassed the 10% fall in Váci utca. 

israel

economy retail Property

new neighbourhoods have given rise to new shopping centres, a 
trend which has increased total retail space but also brought a fall 
in sales per square metre. combined with an anticipated increase 
of 20% in total retail space, this is likely to result in a number of 
retailers unable to meet rent payments in the most affected areas 
and a gradual rental decline, with potential store closures in less 
successful schemes and ‘weak’ high streets. some large retail chains 
may eventually be forced out of shopping centres into high streets, 
drawn by competitive pricing. luxury brands in the country can 
mainly be found in high-end shopping centres such as ramat 
aviv, or at sarona Park in the centre of tel aviv once it opens in 
2013. Kikar hamedina (state’s square) also houses a number of 
luxury brands, including louis Vuitton, Burberry and hugo Boss. in 
contrast to an anticipated subdued rental performance in the mass 
market, luxury rents are expected to remain stable.
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latVia

economy retail Property

the main high streets in the country are Kaļķu street, Vaļņu street, 
audēju street, Kungu street in old riga, and streets in the centre 
of riga such as Kr.Barona street and tērbatas street. mass-market 
retailers focus primarily on shopping centres and high street units 
with good pedestrian and traffic flow. luxury brands are primarily 
interested in prestigious areas with a good tourist flow in the cBd 
and old riga. the latvian luxury landscape is still in its infancy; 
with upmarket brands scattered across several high streets in the 
capital. important luxury brands include hugo Boss, max mara, 
thomas sabo, swarovski and calvin Klein. in addition to being the 
most dominant section of the luxury market, the clothing segment 
was also the most active over the past year in terms of expansion 
and leasing activity. 

leBanon

while a lack of quality space and high inflation are exerting 
upward pressure on prime rents, political instability is preventing 
significant rises. Food and drink operators are active and foreign 
international fashion brands are gradually penetrating the market 
through several franchises. the main luxury shopping locations are 
situated in Beirut’s central district, with allenby and Foch street 
home to a number of important brands. the market has also seen 
a number of recent additions, with the likes of dior, cartier, rolex 
and alexander mcqueen establishing a presence. looking ahead, 
the mixed-use projects of waterfront city and the Beirut city 
shopping centre are expected to attract luxury tenants, with the 
latter already having some good pre-lease success. despite new 
space and regional and local political instability, rents are expected 
to remain stable with the potential for slight increases – supported 
by higher inflation and robust occupier demand.

economy retail Property

lithUania

luxury shopping locations are concentrated around the 
prestigious high streets of Vilnius, specifically Gedimino avenue, 
Pilies street, didzioji street (rotuses square), and in some cases 
in the biggest shopping centres: akropolis, ozas and Panorama. 
the luxury market is however small, with the bulk made up of 
multi-brand stores such as apranga Group (hugo Boss, emporio 
armani, ermenegildo zegna, max mara, tommy hilfiger) and du 
Broliai (Prada, escada, dolce & Gabbana and Gucci). although 
starting from a low base, rents in the aforementioned streets rose 
by 27.6% on June 2011, in contrast to the stable rents observed in 
prime shopping centres.

economy retail Property

lUXemBoUrG

economy retail Property

the occupier market was fairly stable in recent months as several 
leasing deals were concluded in q2 2012; but with rents in the 
premier shopping location of Grand rue unchanged in the year to 
June 2012. luxury retailers are primarily located in rue Philippe 
ii and avenue Porte-neuve, valuing quality streets and character 
buildings which are in close proximity to other luxury brands. 
the availability of such locations and properties is however fairly 
limited, holding back activity.

norwaY

economy retail Property

occupier demand has continued to improve, supported by 
healthy retail sales and growth in real disposable incomes. low 
vacancy is reported on high streets across the country, with full 
occupancy in the top high streets of oslo. due to the small size 
of the market, luxury and mass-market retailers are competing 
for the same locations, with the main retail thoroughfare of 
Karl Johans Gate in high demand. although there were no active 
requirements from luxury brands over the past 12 months, most 
now have a presence through third-party retailers. however, on 
the back of a strong economy, demand from luxury occupiers is 
expected to improve.

oman

economy retail Property

Foreign visitor numbers continue to grow and, combined with 
more affluent domestic consumers, tourism is expected to play an 
increasingly important role towards retail sector development in 
the future. on the supply side, the retail landscape was invigorated 
by the addition of muscat Grand mall earlier in the year. Part of a 
mixed-use project, the shopping centre is comprised of two floors 
containing 31,000 sq.m of Gla each, but with a good focus also 
on non-retail elements. luxury retailing remains limited, typically 
restricted to franchises or third-party retailers. however, the 
opening of opera mall – part of royal opera house – in muscat 
is expected to provide a small boost to the market.
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PortUGal

economy retail Property

the economy may be weak, but prime high street and shopping 
centres are still in demand, particularly from international retailers 
eager to capitalise on a tenant friendly market by expanding their 
portfolios in the best areas. indeed given the wider availability of 
locations, retailers are in a stronger bargaining position. the only 
exception is chiado, where demand is mostly focused on one 
single street where supply is tight. the pipeline of new retail space 
remains limited, with only one shopping centre, Évora shopping 
(16,100 sq.m) scheduled for completion next year. the luxury 
market has grown over the past 12 months almost entirely due to 
Portuguese speaking consumers from angola and Brazil, but also 
visitors from russia – with the trend expected to persist. 

romania

economy retail Property

notwithstanding a rebound in retail sales figures in the first half 
of the year, prime rents in June 2012 were generally lower than 
in June 2011, with the only exception being strada republicii in 
Brasov, which saw a significant rise. occupier activity is stable, 
with the majority of the expansion plans coming from foreign 
supermarkets and discounters, eager to take advantage of 
favourable terms. a number of luxury brands entered the market, 
with fashion retailers such as Valentino, Burberry, escada and 
emporio armani opening stores. looking ahead, calea Victoriei is 
a luxury location with potential for further development in the 
medium to long term, depending on the successful refurbishment 
of historic buildings and leasing terms provided by landlords. 

rUssia

economy retail Property

against a backdrop of historically low inflation and improving 
consumer confidence, retail sales have continued their upward 
trend. several new brands have recently entered the market and 
interest in the regions has also continued to grow. however, this 
has not been reflected in prime rents which have maintained the 
levels seen in June 2011. the rises in utilities costs, tobacco and 
alcohol duty on the 1st July had an impact on consumers’ budgets 
and led to a slowdown in sales growth; nevertheless, demand for 
quality retail space will remain strong. 

sloVaKia

economy retail Property

retail sales in the first half of the year grew marginally on the 
same period in 2011. occupier demand is generally low but 
stable, with the market currently favouring tenants. retailers are 
expanding on good high streets and strong shopping centres, 
with the expansion into secondary locations taking place only on 
sustainable and economic terms. Partly due to the close proximity 
of Vienna, the slovak luxury market is underdeveloped, with the 
majority of luxury brands in laurinska street. although in some 
cases luxury brands are outperforming the mass-market, rents 
remained largely stable.

sloVenia

consumer sentiment in the country remains extremely subdued 
and trading in the retail market has suffered as a consequence. 
the slovenian luxury market is quite small by european standard, 
with stores and third-party retailers located throughout the main 
high streets of stari trg, slovenksa, miklošičeva, and Čopova. Given 
the limited supply of suitable space for luxury brands in ljubljana, 
prime rents are not expected to change in the year ahead. rent 
reviews in the country take place only when renewing lease 
contracts, and such space rarely becomes available on the open 
market. in terms of occupier activity, swarovski’s new store in 
Čopova in June 2012 was the only notable opening.

economy retail Property

Poland

economy retail Property

a more cautious mood has recently taken hold as a result of 
economic uncertainty across europe. however, many retailers are 
actively looking for new space around the country, and several new 
brands have recently entered the market. selected luxury retailers 
are expanding, albeit slowly and primarily through multi-brand 
stores. in addition to Plac trzech Krzyzy (three crosses square) 
in warsaw, mokotowska street is also an emerging location, while 
Vitkac department store – which opened in q4 2011 – also 
accommodates several luxury brands. overall, interest remains 
focused on units in the best locations, with the possibility of 
moderate downward pressure on rents in secondary streets.
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sPain

economy retail Property

the overall retail market is weak, but demand for prime retail 
space has been robust and stands in contrast to the challenging 
trading conditions in most locations. several major domestic 
fashion and restaurant brands are in expansion mode, and 
selected international retailers – including major global luxury 
brands – are taking advantage of a tenant’s market to extend their 
presence. secondary rents are under pressure, with a number 
of retailers closing unprofitable stores; however, in dominant 
locations rents were largely stable. 

soUth aFrica

economy retail Property

Vacancy rates stabilised and then improved slightly in q1, with 
footfall also up in small regional, regional centres and super 
regional schemes. however, consumer spending per capita 
increased at a slower pace, in line with a retail sector which 
remained under pressure due to a slow and uncertain economy, 
and not helped by recent industrial unrest. luxury retailers have 
traditionally traded in mature shopping centres, which have been 
gradually enlarged through the years by the acquisition of adjacent 
land. over the past year, active occupiers have been primarily 
from the jewellery, fashion and motor vehicle segments. the 
outlook for the luxury market is extremely positive in established 
schemes, with the payment of premiums highlighting the strong 
demand and confidence retailers have in the sector. indeed, the 
higher rents are usually achieved from luxury operators, who still 
manage to generate profit over time.

sweden

economy retail Property

compared with the 2010/2011 survey, the rate of rental growth 
in prime locations slowed somewhat – albeit remaining positive. 
Foreign retailers continued to dictate activity as they looked to 
establish a presence in the market. however, most had to contend 
with a distinct shortage of quality high street space, as well as high 
rents and premiums. the outlook is largely positive; the already 
healthy retail sector is expected to benefit from low inflation, and 
a looser monetary policy aimed at stimulating growth.

switzerland

economy retail Property

occupier demand for prime high street retail space in the major 
cities is active, with international luxury retailers willing to pay 
high rents to secure space in streets such as rue du rhone in 
Geneva, Freie strasse in Basel and Bahnhofstrasse in zurich. 
in Geneva, the most attractive retail streets are located in the 
immediate vicinity of Place du molard, i.e. the four pedestrian 
streets of rue de la confédération, rue du marché, rue de la 
croix d’or and rue de rive, but with the former two locations 
orientated more towards the mass market.

the netherlands

economy retail Property

although prime rents witnessed an increase on last year, the 
rental growth picture was not as broad-based as in 2010/2011, 
with the overall rate rise driven by the strong double-digit 
increase in Kalverstraat. challenging trading conditions are in 
fact filtering through to the wider occupier market; activity 
in the major cities is stable but secondary retail locations are 
increasingly under pressure. domestic retailers remain largely 
inactive, with demand driven primarily by foreign brands looking 
for good opportunities. 

tUrKeY

economy retail Property

despite a decelaration in economic activity, prime rents across 
turkey continued to register growth – albeit at a slower pace 
than in 2010/2011. Prime rents in istanbul are expected to remain 
stable until the end of the year as the number of shopping centre 
openings in central locations are now declining. retailers are 
turning their attention to high streets; however, limited availability 
and difficulty in converting space remain some of the greatest 
obstacles. meanwhile, occupiers in ankara are increasingly 
focusing on the shopping centre market, where there has been 
a considerable increase in new space provision. however, high 
street locations still see significant footfall and prime rents over 
the year rose slightly. izmir has also witnessed considerable 
growth in shopping centre supply, with occupier demand also very 
active.  

emea marKet sUmmaries 
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Key indicator arrows show the anticipated trend for the coming 12 months relative to recent performance.

United KinGdom

economy retail Property

Prime high street rents in the country over the past 12 months 
stabilised considerably following the volatility observed in 
2010/2011. in contrast to last year, values in the locations surveyed 
were either stable or registered growth. national demand is 
still weak however, with only the strongest locations within 
the best towns attracting retailer interest, while secondary 
towns are witnessing high vacancies. central london continues 
to outperform the rest of the country, with strong demand 
outstripping the very limited number of available units on offer. 
however, the double-digit growth rates seen in 2010/11 were not 
as common, in fact restricted only to sloane street, where new 
store openings and re-leasing pushed rents up 26.7% – securing its 
position as the third most expensive street in the UK. 

UKraine

economy retail Property

over the year to June 2012, a number of international retailers 
were active in the retail market, with the likes of Gap and Finn 
Flare establishing a presence. however, the Ukrainian retail 
market is still characterised by lower quality shopping centres. 
since the start of the financial crisis in 2008, the market has seen 
limited new stock delivered; not enough to aid the development 
of the retail landscape, with the clothing segment in particular 
in need of a boost as there is currently a shortage of national 
fashion brands. attracted by their leisure element, consumers are 
increasingly drawn by quality shopping centres, with successful 
schemes often enjoying vacancy rates of 0.5% to 2%. 

United araB emirates

economy retail Property

the retail market saw good occupier demand for luxury shopping 
centres over the year, with fashion brands particularly active. in 
abu dhabi, the avenue at etihad towers saw a number of new 
arrivals, with retailers such as canali, chloe, hermes and salvatore 
Ferragamo opening their first store in the city.  Good quality retail 
space remains however limited and the scarcity of new supply has 
generally kept prime rents stable – albeit the pipeline for next 
year is considerable. dubai remains the premier luxury city in the 
country and region, with shopping centres such as wafi, dubai mall 
and mall of the emirates offering a diverse range of retailers and 
segments. occupier activity was still polarised however, with the 
aforementioned shopping centre categories attracting significant 
interest, in contrast to subdued demand elsewhere.

emea marKet sUmmaries 
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americas oVerView
occupier activity in the americas was buoyant over the 12 
months to June, with prime rents rising by 10.9%. three of the 10 
countries surveyed – Chile (6.4%), Ecuador (3.1%) and 
Venezuela (3.9%) – recorded declines, while the rest saw values 
rise. rental growth in north america was primarily driven by the 
strong performance of the U.s (16.3%) and mexico (11.5%), while 
canadian values recorded a marginal uplift. 

conditions in the US retail market improved over the year as 
sales and leasing activity picked up – albeit mainly  visible in the 
prime segment. nevertheless, as retail vacancy rates continue to 
fall and new construction completions remain limited, the overall 
average rental rate for Us markets is anticipated to increase for 
the first time since 2008, while the strong main street value gains 
in gateway cities will continue – albeit at a slower pace. the 
Canadian economy generally followed a similar path to its 
southern neighbour, but did not benefit from the same tourist 
fuelled bounce seen in the Us, with prime rents rising by just 0.6%. 
meanwhile, a sustained recovery in occupier demand in Mexico 
was supported by a mixture of economic revival, new retailer 
initiatives and the delivery of modern shopping centre space.

Buoyed by rises in south american emerging markets, rental 
growth improved on the 2010/2011 figure and surpassed all other 
regions. Brazil was yet again the engine of growth, not only in 
economic activity but also in prime retail rents. indeed, the city of 
rio de Janeiro generally witnessed double-digit rental uplifts, 
underlined by active demand for the sought-after area of Garcia 
d’avila (ipanema) – where rents surged by the fastest rate (64.7%) 
in the americas. additionally, the premier shopping centres of são 
Paulo – iguatemi shopping and cidade Jardim – were also the 
most expensive south american retail locations.

notwithstanding slower GdP growth, a fall in rental values and 
vacancy rises in the first quarter of 2012, prime high street 
locations in Buenos aires, Argentina registered growth of 16.6% 
over the 12 month period – albeit downside risks remain if a 
further slowdown in economic activity materialises. in Colombia, 
while the wider market suffered from a drop in retail sales and 
rents, the prime segment remained resilient. retail locations in 
Bogota recorded strong growth over the year on the back of 
interest both from new international retailers and existing brands 
eager to expand their operations.  in nearby Peru, rental shopping 
centre rises have gradually forced some operators towards 
stand-alone high street stores as they looked to cut costs. 

the americas retail outlook is largely positive; emerging 
economies in south america will continue to provide a solid base, 
with lower unemployment, real wage growth and an expanding 
middle class, enticing retailers to expand further. in north america, 
prime locations in the Us will remain the main focus and source of 
rental growth, albeit at a possibly slower rate than 2011/12.

americas: rental Growth oVer FiVe Years
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americas:  toP ten locations

cities location €/sq.m/ 
Year

Us$/sq.Ft/
Year

new York 5th avenue 21,204 2,500

new York times square 17,811 2,100

new York madison avenue 9,330 1,100

new York east 57th street 9,330 1,100

los angeles rodeo drive (Beverly hills) 4,580 540

chicago north michigan avenue 4,029 475

san Francisco Union square 3,817 450

são Paulo iguatemi shopping 3,603 425

san Francisco Post street 3,096 365

toronto Bloor street 2,662 314
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americas lUXUrY oVerView
the US luxury jewellery, clothing and accessories segments 
traded particularly well over the year to June, and are expected to 
see double-digit sales growth in 2012. this is not necessarily a 
recent trend, however, with brands such as coach and lVmh 
recording consistently strong revenue rises over the last few 
years. in some sub-markets, the rental increases and limited 
availability of space along luxury high streets are positively 
affecting surrounding secondary streets as retailers are forced to 
consider space in ‘fringe’ areas. the internet and social media are 
also becoming fully integrated with in-store marketing, profoundly 
impacting luxury retailers’ location selection and marketing 
strategies. 

the Us market will continue to benefit from improving demand 
drivers and a restrained supply pipeline as rents maintain their 
upward momentum. however, given the strong growth in high 
street rents recorded over the past 12 months in cities such as 
new York, chicago and san Francisco, this upward trend is likely 
to ease somewhat.

important shopping streets which contain luxury retailers in 
Canada include Bloor street in toronto and alberni street (near 
Burrard street) in Vancouver. in addition, Yorkdale mall and eaton 
centre in toronto, and Pacific centre in Vancouver are the top 
three shopping centres housing luxury brands. such operators 
typically open in the premier shopping centres first, thereafter 
moving onto the high street – depending on availability. 
nevertheless, the market is still relatively small and, apart from 
the higher rents paid by luxury operators, high street locations of 
choice do not differ significantly between luxury and non-luxury 
brands. Vacancy rates in the top high streets and shopping centres 
are now below 3%.

although the recovery in Mexican retail rents has been broad 
based, luxury locations such as masaryk avenue generally 
outperformed mass-market destinations. Fashion retailers are 
actively looking for additional units; indeed, there is a notable 
increase in corner space locations within apartment stores, with 
brands such as louis Vuitton, carolina herrera and salvatore 
Ferragamo now present at Palacio de hierro department stores. 
while traditionally focused on high street stand-alone units, 
shopping centres are becoming increasingly attractive to luxury 
retailers, with antara in mexico city the most sought-after, but 
with the santa Fe and Paseo interlomas shopping centres also 
attracting interest. 

Brazil contributed to growth in the luxury sector as iguatemi 
shopping and oscar Freire Jardins in são Paulo saw rents rise 
over the year. the leading shopping centres in the city remain the 
most expensive luxury destinations in the country, however, 
demand for luxury high streets is also active and has translated 

into large brands also occupying space on adjacent streets. as a 
result, such locations are becoming luxury micro-regions with 
significant refurbishment and upgrading taking place. 

in Argentina, alvear avenue and quintana avenue – the main 
luxury streets which run parallel to each other – witnessed 
strong double-digit rental growth on the back of active jewellery, 
household goods and technology segments. Palermo in Buenos 
aires is also slowly transforming into an important upmarket area, 
with several brands opening stores in honduras street, 
Gurruchaga and aguirre. the outlook, however, is somewhat more 
mixed; with major international brands potentially halting their 
expansion plans as import restrictions – aimed at protecting 
domestic products – have an adverse effect.

despite a surge in rental values in the premier shopping centres 
of Bogota, the traditional luxury landscape in Colombia is being 
reshaped significantly.  schemes are increasingly offering more 
commercial space, old properties are being replaced by new 
sophisticated buildings, and big brands are taking over space from 
smaller retailers. Going forward however, there will not be a 
marked difference in rental levels between luxury and non-luxury 
markets as the lack of quality space affects both.

in Peru, demand evolved over the past 12 months as luxury 
retailers began to favour independent stores in emerging 
locations, open-air and other small shopping centres. Prime rents 
are expected to keep rising as the number of new brands looking 
to launch their operations in Peru increases.

in other south american countries, locations which have a luxury 
presence did tend to perform better than mass-market pitches, 
although this did not necessarily always translate into rental 
growth. shopping destinations such as alonso de cordova in 
Chile and avenida naciones Unidas (shopping centre) in 
Ecuador actually saw rents fall. nevertheless, such declines were 
marginal, limited in number and generally outperformed non-
luxury locations. 

while the potential for further growth in the americas is 
considerable, protectionism in the form of import taxes – 
particularly in argentina and Brazil – may continue to act as a drag 
on activity. additionally, good quality prime retail space suitable for 
luxury international brands is expected to be at a premium in 
some markets, limiting expansion prospects but opening up 
development opportunities. indeed, luxury retailing in south 
america is on an upward trajectory; mirroring the vibrant 
economic conditions of the region and benefitting from an 
increasing number of high-net-worth consumers.
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arGentina

economy retail Property

Prime rents rose throughout 2011 and early 2012; however, 
following a sharp economic slowdown in the second quarter, 
rental values fell and vacancies were on the rise. if the economic 
recovery does not materialise, another decline in rents and 
further vacancies are a possibility in the second half of the year. 
at the moment, occupiers are favouring secondary high streets, 
moving away from the main high streets in an effort to control 
costs.

americas marKet sUmmaries 

Brazil

economy retail Property

Prime rents in June 2012 recorded growth in almost all regions 
on the same period in 2011, with the city of rio de Janeiro in par-
ticular witnessing strong rises. occupier demand for luxury stores 
is buoyant, especially along the main high-end streets of são Paulo 
such as oscar Freire and haddock lobo, but with tight supply 
creating a ‘waiting list’. important domestic and international 
brands are currently expanding due to the significant increase in 
consumer spending. indeed, the country and the retail landscape 
are developing markedly in advance of the 2014 Football world 
cup and the 2016 olympic Games. the luxury sector is expected 
to expand further on the back of increased luxury spending, at-
tracting additional international retailers in the process. 

colomBia

economy retail Property

there has been a significant decline in the supply of new space, and 
a shortage of quality retail space in the main cities is now evident. 
retail sales and rents have also fallen to their lowest figures since 
may 2010. however, prime locations have traded better, translating 
into higher rents over the year to June 2012, with prime high 
streets and shopping centres in Bogota recording strong growth. 
there are plenty of foreign brands ready to enter the market, 
primarily fashion, food and department store chains. in addition, 
operators already present are planning to expand their presence 
in the coming years on the back of good economic conditions and 
continued growth in consumer spending. 

chile

economy retail Property

despite falls in prime rents, the retail market was relatively stable 
over the past 12 months, with large shopping centres still the 
main driver. the recently completed costanera center mall has 
now begun operations – albeit not fully – with the effect of the 
268,000 sq.m scheme closely monitored by local retailers. luxury 
retailing in the country is primarily concentrated in alonso de 
cordova and to a lesser extent in shopping centres such as alto 
las condes, Parque arauco, and costanera center. however, 
rental trends do not differ significantly from the mass market 
and the outlook for the sector is expected to remain largely 
unchanged.

canada

economy retail Property

demand for retail space remained steady over the 12 months to 
June 2012, with double-digit growth recorded in selected prime 
locations and a slight fall in the vacancy rate. however, despite 
interest from both american and international retailers, there has 
been a slowdown in leasing activity as entry costs have proven 
to be higher than expected and new sites harder to find for new 
retailers considering canada. development continues in both 
the urban and suburban areas of major cities, with many mixed-
use projects either planned or under construction.  a number 
of retailers are resizing their stores to a smaller format, and 
vacancies in big boxes have increased. while this trend is expected 
to continue over the next 12 months; it will also present some 
opportunities for retailers looking for ‘ready-to-use’ properties as 
opposed to new construction. 

ecUador

economy retail Property

Vacancy rates in the country are currently below 3%, with vacant 
units typically found in secondary locations, and major shopping 
centres seeing close to 0% rates. local brands remain the most 
important tenants; however, international retailers are gradually 
entering the market through selected shopping centres, which 
are increasingly favoured to high streets. most retail locations 
are forming a specific identity and strategy, with the aim of 
covering particular market segments and niches. looking ahead, 
the vacancy rates in shopping centres situated in consolidated 
retail corridors will remain close to 0%, while the preference for 
international brands is expected to grow further. schemes which 
follow large-scale residential developments will continue to come 
onto the market, covering undersupplied areas. 
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meXico

economy retail Property

a sustained recovery in occupier demand has been supported by 
the revival of economic activity, but also by coordinated efforts 
by retailers to provide new initiatives; the first ‘Black Friday’ a 
good example of this. a significant recovery in new construction 
is also evident, with the first opening of new fashion shopping 
centres since 2008. a rising middle class is continuously adding 
consumers to the market, and many medium sized cities are 
undersupplied with regard to modern retail space.  of the larger 
cities, only mexico city and monterrey have relatively mature 
markets, becoming also more diverse and sophisticated as new 
international retailers use them as entry points into the country.

PerU

the rise in shopping centre rents, spurred by strong demand and 
limited supply, has pushed some retailers towards independent 
stand-alone stores in the high street as they to look to minimise 
costs. land suitable for the development of new shopping centres 
in lima remains scarce. open-air shopping centres are however 
a new format being introduced to the market, with cubica and 
Penta the first two schemes.

economy retail Property

down Up stable stable/downstable/Up

KeY indicators

Key indicator arrows show the anticipated trend for the coming 12 months relative to recent performance.

americas marKet sUmmaries 
VenezUela

economy retail Property

the occupier market was steady over the 12 months to June 
2012, with prime rents stable in the first half of this year. luxury 
brands remain scattered across a number of high-end shopping 
centres in the country, notably lider, tolon, san ingacio, ccct 
and Paseo el hatillo. however, there are also high street locations 
in selected areas of Venezuela’s main cities which are proving 
attractive, with las mercedes in caracas a good example. 
important luxury brands in the country include louis Vuitton, 
Furla, tag heuer, tommy hilfiger and carolina herrera, with the 
latter recently opening a store in las mercedes.

Usa

economy retail Property

the key drivers of the Us retail market slowly improved over the 
12 months to June, with personal income, employment, consumer 
sentiment and retail sales recovering, supporting a rise in 
occupancy and stabilisation in rents. indeed, average retail vacancy 
in the Usa fell to 7.4% in mid-2012, while overall rents declined 
by their lowest rate since q1 2009. Prime rents meanwhile 
recorded strong growth over the year, with occupier activity 
in well-established high street corridors of gateway cities, such 
as new York and san Francisco, particularly dynamic. although, 
national development activity remains subdued compared to 
historical levels, there have been some rebounds in markets such 
as Boston and san Francisco.  in the short term, U.s. retailers will 
continue to focus their expansion plans on proven markets and 
high-density locations, which bodes well for established retail 
corridors in top tier cities. the slow and steady improvement 
expected in the Us economy will also have a noticeable impact on 
retail leasing fundamentals going forward.  
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asia PaciFic oVerView
against a backdrop of anaemic european trading growth, retailers 
continued to vie for asia Pacific prime retail space, eager to tap 
into a generally younger and increasingly affluent middle class. 
despite a slower expansion than in 2010/2011, occupier demand 
remained robust and prime rents rose by 8.6% over the year. 
indeed, with the exception of marginal falls in two markets 
– Indonesia (3.2%) and Vietnam (1.0%) – values in the other 
eleven countries were either stable or witnessed an uplift. 

the remarkable Chinese drive seen in 2010/2011 did not, 
however, materialise this year as increased volumes of retail space 
opened stabilised rental growth. however, occupier demand was 
robust and vacancies relatively low in the main cities and the 
major sub-markets, fuelling a rental rise of 4.2%. the highlight of 
this year’s survey was Hong Kong, which saw prime rents surge 
by 21.8% as a result of extremely active demand from a diverse 
group of new international retailers, expansion plans from existing 
brands and very limited availability. indeed, notwithstanding 
slowing economic activity, retailers continued to see the market 
as the ideal launching platform into mainland china.

Prime rents in India rose by 12.5% on the back of strong occupier 
demand across all sub-sectors, however, retailers were increasingly 
favouring high street properties at the expense of shopping 
centres, exemplified by the 75.0% rise in colaba causeway, 
mumbai – the fastest growth rate seen globally. South Korea 
benefitted from a gradually evolving retail landscape comprised of 
several maturing quality shopping centres and high streets, with 
values rising by 19.1%. myeongdong and Gangnam station 
remained the most expensive locations in the country, but 
Garosugil was catching up as the number of leasing deals 
concluded over the year rose markedly, pushing rents up by 41.0%.

in Thailand, increased requirements from international retailers 
contributed to a modest rise in values (3.4%) over the year, but 
which also created a ‘waiting list’ in the capital. notwithstanding 
stable prime rental values in Japan, New Zealand, Singapore 
and Taiwan, activity was not stagnant. in Japan, the success story 
of new operators underlined the potential for entry and 
expansion, while decentralisation in singapore has encouraged 
more interest in suburban shopping centres.

looking ahead, although possibly losing some of its dynamism,  
occupier activity in asia Pacific will remain healthy as international 
retailers struggling to generate profitable trading in their own 
markets, look for expansion opportunities in the region. the 2013 
development pipeline in china remains considerable and may exert 
further pressure on rents – particularly in emerging suburban 
locations. while impressive rental growth in hong Kong is expected 
to cool somewhat, strong indian momentum is likely to continue, 
despite a shortage of good quality space restricting activity.  

asia PaciFic: rental Growth oVer FiVe Years
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asia PaciFic:  toP ten locations

cities location €/sq.m/ 
Year

Us$/sq.Ft/
Year

hong Kong causeway Bay 22,307 2,630

hong Kong central 15,746 1,856

hong Kong tsim sha tsui 13,122 1,547

tokyo Ginza 8,962 1,057

tokyo omotesando 8,245 972

sydney Pitt street mall 8,077 952

seoul myeongdong 5,822 686

tokyo shibuya 5,377 634

seoul Gangnam station 5,003 590

Brisbane queen street mall 4,038 476
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asia PaciFic lUXUrY oVerView
combined with the more challenging trading conditions in western 
markets, buoyant luxury sales in asia Pacific have shifted the focus of 
many luxury operators to the region – encouraging a number of 
expansions and new entries. the upward trading trend was 
particularly evident in the chinese luxury market where sales growth 
was estimated at almost 30% in 2011. even though some retailers 
have reported slower growth this year, luxury sales will continue to 
outstrip general retail sales, underlining its importance in driving 
overall sector activity.

the strong demand from luxury brands and very limited space 
availability has forced some Hong Kong retailers into secondary 
street stores and suburban shopping centre locations – with 
luxury, watches, and jewellery brands generally the only ones able 
to afford the high rents demanded in causeway Bay and central. 
although somewhat more clouded, due to an uncertain economic 
environment and a noticeable decline in big ticket purchases, the 
outlook for the luxury market is still positive. Growth in mainland 
chinese visitor numbers will continue to support luxury trading, 
and hong Kong will remain a gateway to mainland china for a 
growing number of brands.

in Japan, Ginza and omotesando are the principal home for 
luxury retailers in the country, and fashion was generally the most 
dynamic segment over the year to June 2012. in terms of 
requirements, Prada were looking to open stores in Ginza and 
osaka (shinsai-bashi), while several other brands were also eager 
to enter the Japanese market on the back of their success in 
other asian countries – particularly china – often investing in 
large scale flagship stores. the relatively new brands were 
aggressively seeking expansion and, consequently, generally paid 
higher rents – in contrast to the more established brands. 

the South Korean luxury market is still performing well, 
boosted by chinese and Japanese tourists on shopping trips in 
seoul.  aside from the department stores where the majority of 
luxury shopping occurs, cheongdam is the only luxury high street 
destination. Flagship stores include louis Vuitton, one of the first 
to enter the market, alongside others such as Gucci, Prada, 
ermenegildo zegna, armani, cartier, rolls royce and loro Piano. 

over the past 12 months, several luxury retailers in Taiwan have 
expanded their presence or opened flagship stores. indeed, brands 
such as louis Vuitton, Burberry, dior and tod’s now have flagship 
stores in taipei 101, while chanel and hermes also opened their 
doors in Xinyi Planned area, a prime retail catchment. however, 
space is at a premium, and with luxury retailers still very eager to 
expand their operations, it is anticipated that rents will gradually 
increase over the coming 12 months.

in India, the bulk of international luxury retailers are present in 
shopping centres and hotels. the most active brands over the past 

12 months included the likes of lVmh, Burberry, Bottega Veneta, 
Gucci, Paul smith, ermenegildo zegna and Paul & shark. however, 
although luxury operators are generally expanding, they are doing 
so cautiously and only in major selected markets. this trend is 
expected to continue in the year head, typically through 
partnerships with large domestic companies.

in contrast to mass-market retailers which can be found in 
residential areas, luxury brands in Thailand are mostly 
concentrated in shopping centres, five star hotels and expat 
residential areas. luxury clothing, and premier brands such as 
chanel and louis Vuitton, remain some of the most popular 
retailers, with the latter opening a store in siam Paragon.

luxury retailers in Australia are largely located in sydney along 
Pitt street mall, westfield shopping centre, George street and 
martin Place. there is, however, a noticeable disparity between the 
rents paid by luxury and mass-market retailers. luxury brands are 
attracted by properties which stand out – for example a landmark 
building or location. despite a number being located on Pitt 
street, they are often situated a block away from the main strip, 
allowing them to build their own identity and also pay more 
moderate rents.

luxury brands in Singapore can be generally found along the 
orchard road area, with retailers seeking good accessibility and 
frontage. however, marina Bay, home to the marina Bay sands 
casino and resort, has also emerged as a new luxury destination, 
with brands such as louis Vuitton, Burberry, hermes, cartier, dior 
and Prada, already establishing a presence. supported by the high 
spending power of both local consumers and tourists – especially 
from asia – singapore will continue to attract global luxury 
brands; however, rents are likely to stay unchanged in the second 
half of the year.

traditionally focused on up-market and large shopping centres, the 
choice of luxury retailers in Malaysia is becoming more varied. 
indeed, medium-sized neighbourhood shopping centres situated in 
established housing estates – which offer a contemporary concept 
– are now attracting good interest. overall, the outlook for the 
market is positive, with tourist numbers on the rise and local 
consumers increasingly brand aware – albeit prime rents are not 
expected to see significant growth in the short term.

the outlook for the asian Pacific luxury market remains bright, 
supported by a strong appetite for luxury goods and the willingness 
of international brands to expand more aggressively and broadly. 
this is expected to strengthen the region’s position in the global 
hierarchy, potentially challenging emea in the longer term as the 
largest market in spending terms. however, the retail environment 
is expected to be fluid as changes in local taxes, laws and 
regulations lead to shifts in occupier demand within asia Pacific.
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asia PaciFic marKet sUmmaries 

china

economy retail Property

Prime rents in key sub-markets were either stable or increased 
slightly over the 12 months to June 2012. Vacancy was generally 
manageable in china’s main cities, with rates in all markets below 
10%. however, the development pipeline is considerable, with 
total stock estimated to double in some cities over the next 
two to three years. this sizable new supply – approximately 
9.5 million sq.m forecast for 2013 – will increase development 
risks, with cases of localised oversupply, especially in emerging 
suburban areas. notwithstanding strong occupier demand, the 
increased suburban retail provision will exert pressure on some 
schemes, which may struggle to lease space in the coming years. 
nevertheless, the country’s premier destinations may witness 
further rental growth on the back of active competition.

india

economy retail Property

rental values in shopping centres across the major seven cities 
rose over the year to June 2011, with the exception of selected 
Bengaluru locations where values declined. in general, high streets 
rents in Kolkata, Bengaluru, Pune and Gurgaon recorded an 
appreciation in the range of 7%-20% compared with 2010/2011 
on the back of active interest in high streets units. looking ahead, 
demand from both domestic and international retailers is not 
expected to weaken, despite the limited availability of quality 
space remaining a problem, and may be boosted by measures to 
encourage foreign investment. meanwhile, in the shopping market 
there will be a greater emphasis on planning, zoning, ensuring 
anchor and tenants sustainability, as well as devising effective 
management practices.

indonesia

economy retail Property

although service charges increased in shopping centres across 
the capital city, the strong competition for retail space allowed 
only modest declines in average prime rents over the year to June 
2012. Following the opening of some big shopping centre projects 
in the second half of 2012, mid to upmarket international brands 
are expected to open their first stores in Jakarta. the continued 
growth in both population size and wealth has been an important 
factor in attracting these brands. take-up is expected to improve, 
but a short-term decline in occupancy is also anticipated as 
retailers complete their fit-outs and begin trading in the large-
scale schemes due to open in h2 2012. 

aUstralia

economy retail Property

while occupier demand has remained steady in the cBds 
and prime retail centres, elsewhere it suffered from subdued 
consumer sentiment and lower spending. indeed, while good 
interest for the premier shopping destinations in Perth, adelaide 
and melbourne enabled an australian rental uplift of 2.4%, high 
streets in non-cBd locations saw vacancies rise and rents fall. 
there have also been several retailers which have gone into 
administration over the past 12 months, and if restrained spending 
persists it may translate into a similar pattern in the year ahead.

honG KonG

economy retail Property

despite economic headwinds in hong Kong and mainland china, 
occupier demand remained vibrant over the past 12 months. 
weaker sales in the west continued to lure brands to the market, 
while the expansion trend among existing brands was also 
evident. although retail sales growth slowed considerably in the 
summer, luxury and mass-market fashion brands continued to vie 
for the best high street locations, exerting upward pressure on 
rents. mass-market retailers were often forced into secondary 
street stores or shopping centre locations, with mostly luxury, 
watches, and jewellery brands able to afford the high rents 
demanded in the premier locations.

JaPan

economy retail Property

retailers strategies for entering and/or expanding in the market 
have started to slowly solidify. indeed, the successful entries of 
newcomers such as old navy and american eagle have proved 
that there is room to penetrate the market and grow, despite 
the devastating earthquake in march 2011. the market has also 
seen an emergence of new retail locations for brands looking 
to revamp their presence and footprint. Prime high streets will 
see continued growth in occupier demand in 2013, while the 
top performing shopping centres across the country will also be 
sought-after.  
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new zealand

the occupier market was relatively stable over the 12 months 
to June, with no movements in prime rents. incentives were still 
offered, but primarily for those premises which had been vacant 
for some time. the overall vacancy rate was slightly above average, 
with at least one or two vacancies noted in all major high streets 
and shopping centres. there were no significant expansions or 
contractions, which partly explained the steady vacancy rate, and 
this trend is not expected to change in the year ahead. luxury 
retailers have a limited presence in new zealand, with only four 
operating their own stores in queen street, auckland – close 
to the international cruise boat terminal. other brands are 
offered through high-end department stores in queen street 
and Broadway avenue in auckland, as well as lambton quay in 
wellington.

economy retail Property

malaYsia

economy retail Property

existing prime shopping centres continued to enjoy strong 
occupier demand over the year to June 2012. two major schemes 
which opened in may have already achieved over 90% occupancy, 
while another scheduled to open in q1 2013 has pre-leased 
70% of its space. Prime rents remained stable for the main prime 
pitches in the country and, despite more cautious spending and 
an uncertain global economy; it is expected to remain steady, with 
good demand for both existing prime schemes and upcoming 
major shopping centres. on the other hand, however, secondary 
schemes will see sluggish demand.

sinGaPore

economy retail Property

Prime rents remained unchanged over the past 12 months, with 
landlords largely cautious. occupier demand for the orchard 
road shopping belt has been strong, especially for ground 
floor space with good frontage. as a result of the country’s 
decentralisation with regional commercial hubs, new suburban 
shopping centres are increasingly attracting attention from 
international retailers. looking ahead, rents are expected to stay 
unchanged for the rest of the year as economic uncertainties may 
still impact on consumer spending. 

soUth Korea

economy retail Property

the south Korean market has seen noticeable progress over the 
last few years with more quality shopping malls being opened, 
improved space in existing department stores and retailers 
increasingly trading directly rather than through partners. the 
so-called “sPa” brands have had the biggest impact on the market 
with zara, Uniqlo and h&m now dominating. domestic retailers 
such as samsung’s 8 seconds concept are making inroads into 
their success, but the aforementioned international brands have 
become highly desirable for the Korean consumer. Garosugil 
remains particularly sought-after with hollister, h&m, Fossil, zara, 
Forever 21, diesel, lacoste, massimo dutti and camper all taking 
stores on the street within the last two years. 

taiwan

economy retail Property

the taiwanese retail market continues to grow, and has further 
potential to do so given the higher spending power of both 
domestic and foreign consumers.  as western economies have 
slowed, both luxury and mass-market brands have expanded their 
presence in the asian region, with taiwan as one of their main 
targets. the retail environment has also been boosted by foreign 
visitors to the country, with an estimated six million tourists 
visiting the country in 2011 – a large proportion from china and 
Japan – a trend which is not expected to slow.

thailand

economy retail Property

rents during the first half of 2012 rose partly as a result of a 
hike in the minimum wage which stimulated consumer spending. 
occupier demand remains high for prime space; several brands 
are scheduled to open their doors in h2 2012, while some are on 
a ‘waiting list’ due to the limited supply. international operators, 
particularly from the fashion segment, now enter the market with 
a flagship store and then quickly expand to three-five stores in the 
inner city. however, unlike local retailers, such expansion tend to 
be limited to Bangkok. 

asia PaciFic marKet sUmmaries 
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asia PaciFic marKet sUmmaries 
Vietnam

economy retail Property

occupier demand has been buoyant in the central Business 
districts of both ho chi minh and hanoi. interest from up-
market retailers in high streets is still strong, with rents generally 
stable but increasing in the most sought-after locations. however,  
supply is not expected to improve, with retail opportunities 
now increasingly situated in non-cBd locations. land pricing is 
forcing a decentralisation, with several new large shopping centres 
opening this year in suburban districts. 

luxury occupiers usually occupy shops on the main high streets, 
such as dong Khoi, le loi and nguyen hue. hanoi has a smaller 
high-end shopping area, with high street units around the 
metropole hotel attracting luxury brands. trang tien Plaza is 
currently under renovation, and once re-opened it will be home 
to brands such as chanel, louis Vuitton, dior and cartier. hanoi 
may see an upward trend in rents once new space comes onto 
the market, while ho chi minh is expected to see stable values, 
but with the potential for slight downward pressure as retailers 
move out to take larger shopping centres.

down Up stable stable/downstable/Up

KeY indicators

Key indicator arrows show the anticipated trend for the coming 12 months relative to recent performance.
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soUth america
argentina Buenos aires Florida 9.9% Us$/sq.m/month 105 16.7% 117 993
argentina Buenos aires avenue cabildo 9.9% Us$/sq.m/month 45 28.6% 50 425
argentina Buenos aires avenue santa Fe 9.9% Us$/sq.m/month 60 1.7% 67 567
argentina Buenos aires av callao/quintana/alvear 9.9% Us$/sq.m/month 50 28.2% 56 473
Brazil rio de Janeiro Visconde de Pirajá (ipanema) 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 210 31.3% 116 984
Brazil rio de Janeiro Garcia d'avila (ipanema) 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 280 64.7% 155 1,312
Brazil rio de Janeiro shopping leblon 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 350 6.1% 193 1,640
Brazil rio de Janeiro são conrado Fashion mall 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 300 39.5% 166 1,405
Brazil rio de Janeiro rio sul shopping 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 340 - 188 1,593
Brazil são Paulo oscar Freire Jardins 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 258 12.2% 142 1,209
Brazil são Paulo haddock lobo 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 162 0.0% 89 759
Brazil são Paulo Bela cintra 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 178 1.7% 98 834
Brazil são Paulo cidade Jardim 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 564 0.0% 311 2,642
Brazil são Paulo iguatemi shopping 4.9% r$/sq.m/month 769 3.4% 425 3,603
chile santiago downtown (Paseo ahumada) 2.6% Us$/sq.m/month  151.57 -7.7% 169 1,433
chile santiago alonso de cordova 2.6% Us$/sq.m/month  45.93 -2.1% 51 434
colombia Bogota shopping centre 3.2% coP/sq.m/month 446,150 41.0% 279 2,364
colombia Bogota high street 3.2% coP/sq.m/month 199,875 5.9% 125 1,059
ecuador quito av naciones Unidas (high streets) 5.0% Us$/sq.m/month 28.00 -6.0% 31 265
ecuador quito av naciones Unidas (shopping centre) 5.0% Us$/sq.m/month 64.00 -1.8% 71 605
Peru lima high street 4.0% Us$/sq.m/month 42 5.0% 47 397
Peru lima shopping centre 4.0% Us$/sq.m/month 85 6.3% 95 804
Venezuela caracas shopping centre 21.3% Us$/sq.m/month 52 -5.5% 58 492
Venezuela caracas high street 21.3% Us$/sq.m/month 47 -2.1% 52 444

north america
canada toronto Bloor street 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 320 1.6% 314 2,662
canada toronto queen street west 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 100 0.0% 98 832
canada montreal saint-catherine w - street level 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 180 12.5% 177 1,498
canada ottawa sussex drive 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 50 0.0% 49 416
canada calgary downtown shopping centre 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 100 - 98 832
canada Vancouver robson street 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 220 -8.3% 216 1,830
canada edmonton suburban shopping centre 1.5% c$/sq.ft/year 75 - 74 624
mexico mexico city masaryk avenue 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 78 18.2% 87 738
mexico mexico city madero st 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 70 12.9% 78 662
mexico mexico city altavista st 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 32 -11.1% 36 303
mexico mexico city santa Fe 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 62 14.8% 69 586
mexico mexico city Perisur 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 68 13.3% 76 643
mexico mexico city antara 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 60 - 67 567
mexico monterrey calzada del Valle 4.3% Us$/sq.m/month 55 - 61 520
Usa Boston newbury street 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 130 0.0% 130 1,103
Usa chicago north michigan avenue 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 475 5.6% 475 4,029
Usa chicago east oak street 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 300 0.0% 300 2,544
Usa chicago state street 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 150 25.0% 150 1,272
Usa los angeles rodeo drive (Beverly hills) 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 540 8.0% 540 4,580
Usa miami lincoln road 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 240 54.8% 240 2,036
Usa new York east 57th street 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 1,100 -8.3% 1,100 9,330
Usa new York 5th avenue 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 2,500 11.1% 2,500 21,204
Usa new York madison avenue 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 1,100 29.9% 1,100 9,330
Usa new York times square 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 2,100 55.6% 2,100 17,811
Usa Palm Beach worth avenue 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 100 -9.1% 100 848
Usa Philadelphia walnut street 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 100 -9.1% 100 848
Usa san diego 5th avenue, Gaslamp 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 60 17.6% 60 509
Usa san diego del mar heights Blvd (suburban del mar heights) 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 60 0.0% 60 509
Usa san Francisco Union square 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 450 5.9% 450 3,817
Usa san Francisco Post street 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 365 4.3% 365 3,096
Usa washington dc Georgetown 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 135 5.5% 135 1,145
Usa washington dc Penn quarter 1.7% Us$/sq.ft/year 140 40.0% 140 1,187

asia PaciFic
australia adelaide rundle mall 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 3,300 10.0% 314 2,665
australia Brisbane queen street mall 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 5,000 0.0% 476 4,038
australia melbourne Bourke street 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 4,500 12.5% 429 3,635
australia Perth cBd 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 3,500 7.7% 333 2,827
australia sydney oxford street 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 1,100 -15.4% 105 888
australia sydney Pitt street mall 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 10,000 0.0% 952 8,077
australia sydney George street 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 5,000 0.0% 476 4,038
australia sydney major regional shopping centre 1.2% aU$/sq.m/year 2,070 3.5% 197 1,672
china Beijing cBd 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 1,650 13.8% 289 2,454
china Beijing wangfujing 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 2,300 4.5% 403 3,421
china Beijing Xidan 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 1,800 0.0% 316 2,677
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asia PaciFic
china shanghai Xujiahui 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 1,900 3.0% 333 2,826
china shanghai east nanjing road 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 2,080 3.2% 365 3,094
china shanghai west nanjing rd 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 2,100 6.0% 368 3,124
china shanghai lujiazu 2.2% cnY/sq.m/month 1,935 0.8% 339 2,878
china hong Kong causeway Bay 3.7% hK $/sq.ft/month 1,700 34.9% 2,630 22,307
china hong Kong central 3.7% hK $/sq.ft/month 1,200 14.3% 1,856 15,746
china hong Kong tsim sha tsui 3.7% hK $/sq.ft/month 1,000 12.0% 1,547 13,122
india Bangaluru Brigade road 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 400 -9.1% 86 729
india Bangaluru Jayanagar 4th Block, 11th main 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 325 32.7% 70 592
india Bangaluru Koramangala shopping centre 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 420 5.0% 90 766
india Bangaluru Vittal mallya road shopping centre 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 400 14.3% 86 729
india mumbai linking road, western suburban 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 850 24.1% 183 1,549
india mumbai Kemps corner, south mumbai 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 440 7.3% 95 802
india mumbai Fort/Fountain, south mumbai 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 350 0.0% 75 638
india mumbai colaba causeway 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 700 75.0% 150 1,276
india new delhi connaught Place 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 650 0.0% 140 1,185
india new delhi south extension 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 600 9.1% 129 1,094
india new delhi Khan market 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 1,225 2.1% 263 2,233
india new delhi Greater Kailash i 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 550 10.0% 118 1,003
india chennai central shopping centre 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 265 0.0% 57 483
india chennai Khader nawaz Khan road 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 205 36.7% 44 374
india hyderabad Jubilee hills road no. 36 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 130 -7.1% 28 237
india hyderabad Banjara hills road no. 1 shopping centre 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 260 8.3% 56 474
india Kolkata Park street 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 400 53.8% 86 729
india Kolkata elgin road shopping centre 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 600 12.6% 129 1,094
india ahmedabad c.G.road 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 130 -7.1% 28 237
india Pune J.m. road 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 350 16.7% 75 638
india Pune m.G. road 10.2% rs/sq.ft/month 325 8.3% 70 592
indonesia Jakarta shopping mall 4.5% idr/sq.m/month 920,100 -3.2% 109 926
Japan tokyo Ginza -0.1% Yen/tsubo/month 250,000 0.0% 1,057 8,962
Japan tokyo shibuya -0.1% Yen/tsubo/month 150,000 0.0% 634 5,377
Japan tokyo omotesando -0.1% Yen/tsubo/month 230,000 0.0% 972 8,245
malaysia Kuala lumpur Bukit Bintang 1.6% rm/sq.ft/month 32 0.0% 121 1,026
malaysia Kuala lumpur suria Klcc 1.6% rm/sq.ft/month 65 0.0% 246 2,083
malaysia Kuala lumpur Pavilion Kl 1.6% rm/sq.ft/month 85 6.3% 321 2,724
new zealand auckland queen street 1.0% nz$/sq.m/month 210 0.0% 188 1,596
new zealand auckland cBd 1.0% nz$/sq.m/month 210 0.0% 188 1,596
new zealand wellington lambton quay 1.0% nz$/sq.m/month 210 0.0% 188 1,596
singapore singapore orchard road 5.3% s$/sq.ft/month 38 0.0% 360 3,053
south Korea seoul myeongdong 2.2% Krw/sq.m/month 705,166 16.0% 686 5,822
south Korea seoul Gangnam station 2.2% Krw/sq.m/month 606,039 18.8% 590 5,003
south Korea seoul Garosugil 2.2% Krw/sq.m/month 253,783 41.0% 247 2,095
south Korea seoul cheongdam 2.2% Krw/sq.m/month 130,000 4.0% 127 1,073
thailand Bangkok city centre 0.5% Baht/sq.m/month 3,000 3.4% 105 893
taiwan taipei zhongXiao e. road 1.8% nt$/ping/month 20,000 0.0% 226 1,914
taiwan taipei Xinyi Planned area 1.8% nt$/ping/month 20,000 0.0% 226 1,914
Vietnam ho chi minh city high street 6.9% Us$/sq.m/month 135 35.0% 150 1,276
Vietnam ho chi minh city shopping centre 6.9% Us$/sq.m/month 190 -26.9% 212 1,797
Vietnam hanoi shopping centre 6.9% Us$/sq.m/month 180 20.0% 201 1,702

eUroPe
austria Graz herrengasse 2.2% €/sq.m/month 105 0.0% 149 1,260
austria innsbruck maria theresienstraße 2.2% €/sq.m/month 100 5.3% 141 1,200
austria linz landstraße 2.2% €/sq.m/month 115 0.0% 163 1,380
austria salzburg Getreidegasse 2.2% €/sq.m/month 120 0.0% 170 1,440
austria Vienna Kärntnerstraße 2.2% €/sq.m/month 275 0.0% 389 3,300
austria Vienna mariahilferstraße 2.2% €/sq.m/month 135 0.0% 191 1,620
austria Vienna Graben 2.2% €/sq.m/month 275 5.8% 389 3,300
austria Vienna Kohlmarkt 2.2% €/sq.m/month 340 6.3% 481 4,080
Belgium antwerp meir 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,800 0.0% 212 1,800
Belgium Bruges steenstraat 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,200 0.0% 141 1,200
Belgium Brussels rue neuve 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,800 0.0% 212 1,800
Belgium Brussels avenue louise 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,700 9.7% 200 1,700
Belgium Ghent Veldstraat 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,550 0.0% 183 1,550
Belgium hasselt hoogstraat 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,100 0.0% 130 1,100
Belgium liège Vinave d'ile 2.3% €/sq.m/year 1,100 0.0% 130 1,100
Bulgaria sofia Vitosha Blvd 1.6% €/sq.m/year 480 -20.0% 57 480
Bulgaria Plovdiv alexander Batenberg 1.6% €/sq.m/year 300 0.0% 35 300
Bulgaria Varna Kniaz Boris i 1.6% €/sq.m/year 360 0.0% 42 360
Bulgaria Burgas alexandrovska 1.6% €/sq.m/year 300 0.0% 35 300
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eUroPe
channel islands st helier King street - £/sq.ft./year 145 0.0% 121 1,022
czech republic Brno ceska street/svobody square 3.5% €/sq.m/month 70 0.0% 99 840
czech republic Prague na Prikope/wenceslas square 3.5% €/sq.m/month 175 2.9% 248 2,100
czech republic Prague Parizska street 3.5% €/sq.m/month 160 0.0% 226 1,920
denmark aarhus søndergade 2.2% dKr/sq.m/year 4,750 0.0% 75 639
denmark copenhagen strøget 2.2% dKr/sq.m/year 17,000 3.0% 270 2,287
denmark copenhagen Østerbrogade 2.2% dKr/sq.m/year 2,400 0.0% 38 323
denmark copenhagen Købmagergade 2.2% dKr/sq.m/year 13,000 4.0% 206 1,749
denmark copenhagen lyngby 2.2% dKr/sq.m/year 4,000 14.3% 63 538
denmark odense Vestergade 2.2% dKr/sq.m/year 3,600 -2.7% 57 484
estonia tallinn Viru street 3.9% €/sq.m/month 22 10.0% 31 264
estonia tallinn shopping centre 3.9% €/sq.m/month 30 0.0% 42 360
Finland helsinki city centre 2.8% €/sq.m/month 160 0.0% 226 1,920
Finland tampere city centre 2.8% €/sq.m/month 82 0.0% 116 984
Finland turku city centre 2.8% €/sq.m/month 60 0.0% 85 720
France Bordeaux rue st catherine 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,200 10.0% 191 1,620
France lille rue neuve 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,200 10.0% 191 1,620
France lyon rue de la république 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,200 10.0% 191 1,620
France marseille rue st Ferréol 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,000 11.1% 174 1,473
France nice avenue Jean medecin 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,200 10.0% 191 1,620
France Paris avenue des champs-Élysées 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 13,000 30.0% 1,129 9,573
France Paris Boulevard haussmann 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 5,000 8.7% 434 3,682
France Paris rue du Faubourg st honoré 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 8,000 23.1% 695 5,891
France Paris avenue montaigne 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 8,000 23.1% 695 5,891
France Paris rue de rivoli 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 4,000 14.3% 347 2,946
France Paris Boulevard st Germain 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 5,500 22.2% 477 4,050
France Paris avenue George V/rue François 1er 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 3,000 0.0% 260 2,209
France Paris Place Vendôme/rue de la Paix 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 8,500 6.3% 738 6,259
France Paris rue st. honoré 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 6,500 8.3% 564 4,787
France strasbourg rue des Grandes arcades 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,000 0.0% 174 1,473
France toulouse avenue alsace-lorraine 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,200 10.0% 191 1,620
France cannes la croisette 1.9% zone a €/sq.m/year 6,500 8.3% 564 4,787
Germany Berlin tauentzienstraße (south) 1.7% €/sq.m/month 280 7.7% 396 3,360
Germany Berlin Kurfürstendamm 1.7% €/sq.m/month 230 9.5% 325 2,760
Germany Berlin Friedrichstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 145 0.0% 205 1,740
Germany cologne schildergasse 1.7% €/sq.m/month 280 7.7% 396 3,360
Germany dresden Pragerstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 115 9.5% 163 1,380
Germany düsseldorf Königsallee 1.7% €/sq.m/month 260 4.0% 368 3,120
Germany Frankfurt zeil 1.7% €/sq.m/month 290 7.4% 410 3,480
Germany Frankfurt Goethestraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 250 13.6% 354 3,000
Germany hamburg mönckebergstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 270 3.8% 382 3,240
Germany hamburg neuer wall 1.7% €/sq.m/month 230 0.0% 325 2,760
Germany hamburg spitalerstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 290 - 410 3,480
Germany leipzig Peterstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 130 0.0% 184 1,560
Germany munich Kaufingerstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 350 6.1% 495 4,200
Germany munich maximilianstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 260 0.0% 368 3,120
Germany munich theatinerstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 250 0.0% 354 3,000
Germany stuttgart Königstraße 1.7% €/sq.m/month 260 0.0% 368 3,120
Greece athens ermou 1.3% €/sq.m/month 170 -12.8% 241 2,040
Greece athens tsakalof 1.3% €/sq.m/month 100 -13.0% 141 1,200
Greece athens Voukourestiou street 1.3% €/sq.m/month 150 -21.1% 212 1,800
Greece thessaloniki Proxenou Koromila street  1.3% €/sq.m/month 75 -25.0% 106 900
Greece thessaloniki tsimiski 1.3% €/sq.m/month 110 -15.4% 156 1,320
hungary Budapest Váci utca 5.6% €/sq.m/month 90 -10.0% 127 1,080
hungary Budapest andrássy út 5.6% €/sq.m/month 40 -20.0% 57 480
ireland cork Patrick street 1.7% zone a €/sq.m/year 2,200 -12.0% 132 1,116
ireland dublin Grafton street 1.7% zone a €/sq.m/year 5,000 -6.5% 331 2,810
ireland dublin henry street 1.7% zone a €/sq.m/year 3,250 -18.8% 194 1,648
ireland Galway shop street 1.7% zone a €/sq.m/year 1,200 -29.4% 72 609
ireland limerick o'connell street 1.7% zone a €/sq.m/year 500 -37.5% 30 254
ireland waterford Broad street 1.7% zone a €/sq.m/year 750 -11.8% 45 380
italy Bologna Via indipendenza 3.3% €/sq.m/year 2,200 4.8% 259 2,200
italy milan Via montenapoleone 3.3% €/sq.m/year 7,000 2.9% 825 7,000
italy milan Via della spiga 3.3% €/sq.m/year 4,800 2.1% 566 4,800
italy milan corso Vittorio emanuele 3.3% €/sq.m/year 5,000 4.2% 589 5,000
italy milan Via sant’andrea 3.3% €/sq.m/year 4,800 - 566 4,800
italy naples Via toledo 3.3% €/sq.m/year 1,900 0.0% 224 1,900
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italy rome Via condotti 3.3% €/sq.m/year 6,800 1.5% 802 6,800
italy rome Via del corso 3.3% €/sq.m/year 4,000 2.6% 472 4,000
italy rome Piazza di spagna 3.3% €/sq.m/year 6,000 - 707 6,000
italy rome Piazza san lorenzo 3.3% €/sq.m/year 6,000 1.7% 707 6,000
italy turin Via roma 3.3% €/sq.m/year 1,700 0.0% 200 1,700
italy Florence Via strozzi 3.3% €/sq.m/year 3,000 - 354 3,000
italy Florence Via calzaiuoli 3.3% €/sq.m/year 3,100 3.3% 365 3,100
italy Florence Via tornabuoni 3.3% €/sq.m/year 2,600 0.0% 307 2,600
italy Venice mercerie 3.3% €/sq.m/year 3,000 0.0% 354 3,000
italy Venice calle 22°marzo 3.3% €/sq.m/year 3,100 3.3% 365 3,100
Kazakhstan almaty high street 4.9% Us$/sq.m/month 100 - 111 946
lithuania Vilnius Gedimino ave. / Pilies st. /didzioji st. 2.5% €/sq.m/month 37 27.6% 52 444
lithuania Vilnius shopping centre 2.5% €/sq.m/month 58 0.0% 82 696
latvia riga Kalku st./Valnu st./audeju st./terbatas st./Kr.Barona st. 1.9% €/sq.m/month 23 15.0% 33 276
latvia riga shopping centre 1.9% €/sq.m/month 45 0.0% 64 540
luxembourg luxembourg Grand rue 2.5% €/sq.m/year 1,440 0.0% 170 1,440
the netherlands amsterdam Kalverstraat 2.1% €/sq.m/year 2,800 12.0% 330 2,800
the netherlands amsterdam P.c. hooftstraat 2.1% €/sq.m/year 2,000 11.1% 236 2,000
the netherlands eindhoven demer 2.1% €/sq.m/year 1,500 3.4% 177 1,500
the netherlands maastricht Grote staat 2.1% €/sq.m/year 1,600 0.0% 189 1,600
the netherlands rotterdam lijnbaan 2.1% €/sq.m/year 1,800 0.0% 212 1,800
the netherlands the hague spuistraat 2.1% €/sq.m/year 1,500 0.0% 177 1,500
the netherlands Utrecht lange elisabethstraat 2.1% €/sq.m/year 1,600 0.0% 189 1,600
norway oslo Karl Johans Gate 0.5% nkr/sq.m/year 19,000 18.8% 297 2,519
norway oslo Bogstadveien 0.5% nkr/sq.m/year 11,500 4.5% 180 1,524
Poland Gdynia ul. swietojanska 4.2% €/sq.m/month 33 -5.7% 47 396
Poland Katowice ul. 3 maja 4.2% €/sq.m/month 58 0.0% 82 696
Poland Krakow ul. Florianska 4.2% €/sq.m/month 79 0.0% 112 948
Poland lodz ul. Piotrkowska 4.2% €/sq.m/month 27 -6.9% 38 324
Poland Poznan ul. Polwiejska 4.2% €/sq.m/month 58 0.0% 82 696
Poland szczecin al. niepodleglosci 4.2% €/sq.m/month 34 3.0% 48 408
Poland warsaw ul. chmielna 4.2% €/sq.m/month 71 -2.7% 100 852
Poland warsaw ul. nowy swiat 4.2% €/sq.m/month 85 0.0% 120 1,020
Poland warsaw ul. marszalkowska 4.2% €/sq.m/month 61 -1.6% 86 732
Poland warsaw ul. Jerozolimskie 4.2% €/sq.m/month 48 -4.0% 68 576
Poland warsaw trzech Krzyzy 4.2% €/sq.m/month 55 -3.5% 78 660
Poland wroclaw ul. swidnicka 4.2% €/sq.m/month 45 -4.3% 64 540
Portugal lisbon chiado 2.7% €/sq.m/month 80 0.0% 113 960
Portugal lisbon av. liberdade 2.7% €/sq.m/month 73 0.0% 103 870
Portugal Porto rua de santa catarina 2.7% €/sq.m/month 43 -5.6% 60 510
romania Brasov strada republicii 2.0% €/sq.m/month 40 33.3% 57 480
romania Bucharest Bulevardul magheru 2.0% €/sq.m/month 60 -7.7% 85 720
romania Bucharest calea Victoriei 2.0% €/sq.m/month 55 0.0% 78 660
romania constanta stefan cel mare, rascoala din 1907 2.0% €/sq.m/month 22 -18.5% 31 264
romania cluj memorandumului, napoca, eroilor 2.0% €/sq.m/month 35 0.0% 50 420
romania iasi stefan cel mare, cuza Voda 2.0% €/sq.m/month 22 -4.3% 31 264
romania timisoara Victoriei 2.0% €/sq.m/month 35 0.0% 50 420
russia moscow tverskaya 4.3% Us$/sq.m/year 4,500 0.0% 418 3,546
russia moscow novy arbat 4.3% Us$/sq.m/year 2,500 0.0% 232 1,970
russia moscow stoleshnikov 4.3% Us$/sq.m/year 4,000 0.0% 372 3,152
russia moscow Petrovka 4.3% US$/sq.m/year 3,000 0.0% 279 2,364
russia moscow 1-st tverskaya-Yamskaya  4.3% US$/sq.m/year 2,250 0.0% 209 1,773
russia moscow Kuznetsky most 4.3% US$/sq.m/year 2,250 0.0% 209 1,773

russia moscow Kutuzovsky Prospekt 4.3% US$/sq.m/year 1,750 0.0% 163 1,379
russia st Petersburg nevsky Prospekt 4.3% US$/sq.m/year 2,500 0.0% 232 1,970
slovakia Bratislava downtown 3.6% €/sq.m/month 42 0.0% 59 504
slovenia ljubljana copova 3.6% €/sq.m/year 720 0.0% 85 720
slovenia ljubljana slovenska ulica 3.6% €/sq.m/year 360 0.0% 42 360
spain Barcelona Portal de l'angel 1.9% €/sq.m/month 265 1.9% 375 3,180
spain Barcelona Passeig de Gràcia 1.9% €/sq.m/month 210 7.7% 297 2,520
spain Barcelona Pelai 1.9% €/sq.m/month 170 25.9% 241 2,040
spain Barcelona rambla catalunya 1.9% €/sq.m/month 80 0.0% 113 960
spain Barcelona diagonal 1.9% €/sq.m/month 45 -18.2% 64 540
spain Bilbao Gran Via 1.9% €/sq.m/month 130 8.3% 184 1,560
spain madrid Preciados 1.9% €/sq.m/month 240 0.0% 340 2,880
spain madrid serrano 1.9% €/sq.m/month 215 0.0% 304 2,580
spain madrid Goya 1.9% €/sq.m/month 180 0.0% 255 2,160
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GloBal retail rents
coUntrY citY location annUal inFlation 

JUne 2012
local measUre rent 

JUne 2012
annUal rental 
Growth %

rent         
Us$/sq.Ft/Yr

rent                   
€/sq.m/Yr

eUroPe
spain madrid José ortega y Gasset 1.9% €/sq.m/month 215 0.0% 304 2,580
spain malaga marques de larios 1.9% €/sq.m/month 145 0.0% 205 1,740
spain Palma de mallorca Jaime iii 1.9% €/sq.m/month 85 0.0% 120 1,020
spain seville tetuan 1.9% €/sq.m/month 120 0.0% 170 1,440
spain Valencia colon 1.9% €/sq.m/month 130 0.0% 184 1,560
spain zaragoza Pl de la independencia 1.9% €/sq.m/month 95 -9.5% 134 1,140

sweden Gothenburg Kungsgatan 1.0% sKr/sq.m/year 8,050 0.6% 108 919
sweden malmo city centre 1.0% sKr/sq.m/year 6,200 1.6% 83 708
sweden stockholm Biblioteksgatan 1.0% sKr/sq.m/year 14,600 2.1% 197 1,667
switzerland Basle Freie strasse -1.1% sF/sq.m/year 2,900 0.0% 285 2,414
switzerland Bern marktgasse/spitalgasse -1.1% sF/sq.m/year 3,000 0.0% 294 2,498
switzerland Geneva rue de rhone -1.1% sF/sq.m/year 4,000 0.0% 393 3,330
switzerland zurich Bahnhofstrasse -1.1% sF/sq.m/year 8,700 8.7% 854 7,243
turkey ankara city centre 8.9% Us$/sq.m/month 90 5.9% 100 851
turkey istanbul city centre 8.9% Us$/sq.m/month 215 7.5% 240 2,033
turkey istanbul Bagdat caddesi (asian side) 8.9% Us$/sq.m/month 215 7.5% 240 2,033
turkey istanbul abdi ipekci (european side) 8.9% Us$/sq.m/month 205 2.5% 229 1,938
turkey istanbul Valikonagi caddesi (european side) 8.9% Us$/sq.m/month 180 12.5% 201 1,702
turkey izmir alsancak 8.9% Us$/sq.m/year 85 9.0% 95 804
United Kingdom Birmingham high street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 250 0.0% 200 1,696
United Kingdom cardiff queens street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 225 0.0% 180 1,527
United Kingdom Guildford high street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 320 3.2% 256 2,171
United Kingdom edinburgh Princes street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 200 0.0% 216 1,829
United Kingdom Glasgow Buchanan street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 255 2.0% 275 2,332
United Kingdom leeds commercial street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 250 0.0% 200 1,696
United Kingdom london sloane street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 760 26.7% 608 5,157
United Kingdom london Brompton road 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 625 8.7% 500 4,241
United Kingdom london covent Garden 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 625 4.2% 500 4,241
United Kingdom london oxford street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 765 7.0% 720 6,106
United Kingdom london new Bond street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 995 3.1% 936 7,942
United Kingdom london regent street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 600 9.1% 565 4,789
United Kingdom manchester market square 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 250 0.0% 200 1,696
United Kingdom newcastle northumberland street 2.4% zone a/£/sq.ft/year 250 0.0% 200 1,696
Ukraine Kiev Kreschatik street 1.2% Us$/sq.m./year 3,000 0.0% 279 2,364

the middle east & aFrica
Bahrain manama shopping centre 4.2% Bd/sq.m/month 17 - 50 426
israel haifa haifa shopping centre 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 3,200 12.3% 76 645
israel Jerusalem malcha shopping centre 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 6,500 -10.3% 155 1,311
israel Jerusalem Jaffa street 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 3,600 0.0% 86 726
israel tel aviv azrieli shopping centre 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 8,200 33.8% 195 1,654
israel tel aviv ayalon shopping centre 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 6,800 13.3% 162 1,371
israel tel aviv ramat aviv 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 12,600 5.0% 300 2,541
israel tel aviv dizengoff shopping centre 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 7,000 -5.4% 166 1,412
israel tel aviv dizengoff street 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 4,560 16.9% 108 920
israel tel aviv Kikar hamedina 1.0% nis/sq.m/year 6,900 - 164 1,392
Jordan amman city centre (Bcd) 4.1% Us$/sq.m/year 400 -33.3% 37 315
lebanon Beirut rue Verdun 2.0% Us$/sq.m/year 1,400 0.0% 130 1,103
lebanon Beirut rue hamra 2.0% Us$/sq.m/year 850 0.0% 79 670
lebanon Beirut Kaslik 2.0% Us$/sq.m/year 1,500 0.0% 139 1,182
lebanon Beirut aBc centre achrafieh 2.0% Us$/sq.m/year 2,000 0.0% 186 1,576
lebanon Beirut Beirut central district 2.0% Us$/sq.m/year 1,200 -7.7% 111 946
oman muscat shopping centre 2.7% or/sq.m/month 35 - 101 860
United arab emirates abu dhabi city centre mall 0.3% Us$/sq.m/year 1,200 - 111 946
United arab emirates dubai shopping centre 0.3% Us$/sq.m/year 1,650 - 153 1,300
south africa cape town V&a waterfront 5.6% r/sq.m/month 1,200 0.0% 164 1,387
south africa Johannesburg sandton city 5.6% r/sq.m/month 1,000 0.0% 136 1,156
south africa durban the Pavillion 5.6% r/sq.m/month 450 0.0% 61 520
south africa Pretoria menlyn Park 5.6% r/sq.m/month 800 0.0% 109 925

inflation figures sourced from reuters ecowin, statisical offices, government data and central banks.
* annual inflation - q2 2012.
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eXchanGe rates
coUntrY rent qUoted 1 Us$ eqUals 1 eUro eqUals

argentina Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
australia australian dollar 0.9756 1.2381
austria euro 0.7880 1.0000
Bahrain Bahraini dinar 0.3771 0.4785
Belgium euro 0.7880 1.0000
Brazil real 2.0185 2.5615
Bulgaria euro 0.7880 1.0000
canada canadian dollar 1.0195 1.2938
channel islands Pound sterling 0.6376 0.8091
chile Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
china Yuan 6.3573 8.0677
colombia colombian Peso 1784.80 2265.00
czech republic euro 0.7880 1.0000
denmark danish Krone 5.8582 7.4344
ecuador Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
estonia euro 0.7880 1.0000
Finland euro 0.7880 1.0000
France euro 0.7880 1.0000
Germany euro 0.7880 1.0000
Greece euro 0.7880 1.0000
hong Kong hong Kong dollar 7.7569 9.8438
hungary euro 0.7880 1.0000
india rupees 55.8350 70.8574
indonesia rupiah 9,392.50 11,919.60
ireland euro 0.7880 1.0000
israel shekel 3.9072 4.9584
italy euro 0.7880 1.0000
Japan Yen 79.7900 101.2580
Jordan Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
latvia euro 0.7880 1.0000
Kazakhstan Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
lebanon Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
lithuania euro 0.7880 1.0000
luxembourg euro 0.7880 1.0000
malaysia ringgit 3.1755 4.0299
mexico Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
new zealand new zealand dollar 1.2442 1.5789
norway norwegian Krone 5.9445 7.5438
oman omani rial 0.3850 0.4886
Peru Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
Poland euro 0.7880 1.0000
Portugal euro 0.7880 1.0000

romania euro 0.7880 1.0000
russia Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
singapore singaporean dollar 1.2668 1.6077
slovakia euro 0.7880 1.0000
slovenia euro 0.7880 1.0000
south africa rand 8.1785 10.3790
south Korea south Korean won  1,145.35  1,453.51 
spain euro 0.7880 1.0000
sweden Krona 6.9024 8.7595
switzerland swiss Franc 0.9465 1.2012
taiwan taiwan dollar 29.8850 37.9256
thailand Baht 31.7600 40.3051
the netherlands euro 0.7880 1.0000
turkey Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
United Kingdom Pound sterling 0.6376 0.8091
Ukraine Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
United arab emirates Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
Usa Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
Venezuela Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691
Vietnam Us dollar 1.0000 1.2691

source:  Financial times
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technical sPeciFication
the information contained in this report has been collected as at June 2012, in a comprehensive survey of cushman & wakefield’s 
international offices. our representation is designed to facilitate the rapid flow of information across borders and is supported by a 
comprehensive database of market information and regular liaison meetings. this allows for the exchange of local market knowledge and 
expertise and for the co-ordination of strategy for international investment and locational decision-making.

data for retail rents relates to our professionals’ opinion of the rent obtainable on a standard unit and/or shopping centre in a prime pitch 
of 326 locations across 62 countries around the world. the report’s analysis of rental performance does not include some of the locations 
listed in the ‘Global retail rents’ section due to the lack of a historical annual series. services charges such as building insurance, local taxes 
and costs of repair payable by the tenant are not included.

in the dynamic international retailing sector, local market characteristics, technological advancements and the evolution of new retail 
formats are just several of the forces that impact on the size and configuration of retail units. as a result, occupation costs vary from one 
country to another.

as far as possible, the objective is to provide a realistic comparison, but the exercise is constrained by a number of factors. these include 
differences in unit configuration, zoning practice and local lease structures such as lease length, the inclusion of rent reviews to open market 
value and the right to assign the lease.

For the purposes of this survey, the standard main street unit is defined, where possible, as a unit with 150-200 sq.m of sales area. we would 
expect a unit to have a typical frontage of 6-8 metres. however, an element of flexibility is needed with the size definition, given that unit 
configuration varies from market to market. assumptions regarding ancillary space follow local practice.

a shopping centre is defined as a purpose-built retail facility which is planned, developed, owned and centrally-managed as a single property. 
it typically has a Gross leasable area of over 5,000 sq.m and is comprised of over ten retail units. however, an element of flexibility is 
needed with regards to size and minimum number of units, given that they vary from market to market.

the format selection for each city is based on its dominance of the retail landscape and/or its status as the prime pitch/top destination in 
the city. the rents represent our agents’ views as to what is consistently achievable for prime space – we do not quote asking rents or the 
highest rent obtainable. it is assumed that the unit is vacant and is available for letting on the open market, without any request for a 
premium (key money). however, in many top locations around the world, vacant units are rarely marketed and substantial key money to 
sitting tenants is often payable.

rents in most countries are supplied in local currency and converted to Us$ for the purposes of international comparison. accordingly, the 
ranking of the most expensive streets can be affected by currency movements from year to year. rents in the UK, channel islands, France 
and ireland are originally quoted in zone a and are converted to an overall basis.

Martin Mahmuti
analyst – european research Group
martin.mahmuti@eur.cushwake.com 
+44 20 7152 5963

Further information and copies of this report are available from michelle mejia.

telephone: +44 (0)207 152 5800
Fax:  +44 (0)207 152 5366
email:  michelle.mejia@eur.cushwake.com

For industry-leading intelligence to support your real estate and business decisions, go to 
cushman & wakefield’s Knowledge center at cushmanwakefield.com/knowledge
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contacts

GloBal retail serVices

our specialist agents work together to deliver integrated and innovative solutions to each client, regardless of the size or scope of the 
assignment. we have real geographical coverage with an on the ground market presence and expert local knowledge.

our teams have been created specifically to cater for the demands of international clients and cover geographic regions, shopping centres, 
out of town, leisure and restaurants, and lease advisory.  enhanced by our dedicated cross-border retail teams, we offer the widest range of 
services from any retail advisory company with true accountability and a clear understanding of our clients’ needs.

oUr research serVices

the research Group provides a strategic advisory and supporting role to our clients. consultancy projects are undertaken on a local and 
international basis, providing in-depth advice and analysis, detailed market appraisals and location and investment strategies. typical projects 
include:

the americas
Maria Sicola
executive managing director 
the americas
maria.sicola@cushwake.com
+1 415 773 3542

asia PaciFic
Sigrid Zialcita
managing director 
asia Pacific
sigrid.zialcita@ap.cushwake.com
+65 6232 0875

emea
David Hutchings                                                                                
head of the european research Group 
emea
david.hutchings@eur.cushwake.com
+44 20 7152 5029

asia PaciFic
James Hawkey
managing director
asia
tel: + (86) 21 8665 8877 
james.hawkey@ap.cushwake.com

GloBal/emea
John Strachan
head of Global retail
retail services
emea
tel: +44 (0)207 152 5090
john.strachan@eur.cushwake.com

the americas
Matt Winn
senior managing director 
americas retail services leader
americas
tel: +(1) 404 853 5309

matt.winn@cushwake.com 

GloBal retail contacts

•  reliable and comparable data and market intelligence

•  site specific, location analysis, ranking and targeting  
for occupation or investment

•  analysis of future development activity and existing  
supply/competition

•  market research and demand analysis by retail/industry sector

•  rental analysis, forecasts & investment and portfolio strategy
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cushman & wakefield is the world’s largest privately-held commercial real estate services firm. the company advises and 
represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment, and has established a preeminent position in the 
world’s major markets, as evidenced by its frequent involvement in many of the most significant property leases, sales and 
assignments. Founded in 1917 it has 243 offices in 60 countries and more than 14,000 employees. it offers a complete 
range of services for all property types, including leasing, sales and acquisitions, equity, debt and structured finance, 
corporate finance and investment banking, corporate services, property management, facilities management, project 
management, consulting and appraisal. the firm has more than $4 billion in assets under management through its wholly-
owned subsidiary cushman & wakefield investors. a recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the firm 
publishes its market information and studies online at www.cushmanwakefield.com/knowledge.

this report has been prepared solely for information purposes. it does not purport to be a complete description of the 
markets or developments contained in this material.  the information on which this report is based has been obtained 
from sources we believe to be reliable, but we have not independently verified such information and we do not guarantee 
that the information is accurate or complete. 

©2012 cushman & wakefield, inc.  all rights reserved. 

 
cushman & wakefield, llP
43-45 Portman square
london w1a 3BG

www.cushmanwakefield.com
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